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labs
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SAVICIetts 1113Ule Tob.seco ND."... tottaeco Insured at toot of owner unless
instruct lops to the c,,turary.
.
'hif 011 WOW $2 •:Louisville"Pr4 Memphis
, :raver cfc Harris,
*.
SEND 'ERG TO
Woe Mt Dims." cif Men. by the chetinrtrialied aothor,
Meese De Miner, M. D., en, 'Let DISCOVERED
THE ELIXIR OF LiFIG AND THE TRUE IS-
WEAVE OF MANHOOD. ass&ufrbe mnsuited
mrtetesteestidenm.in person or by r.at bet F:.,-tros
Medleolat:.-tawri,N.....3241
."1 HEARD A VOICE. IT 111A10... "coati
HOPKI NSVILLE,
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WHISKY
$2.00
Pill GAL
„
The following brand. kept : Davleas County and
E. W. Worsnem's Peerle.s; H111 & Winntead's Silk
Velvet; Bowden:eat County Corn Whisky; A uttereon
Comity Whisky; White etien Whisiky; Rich Grain
Soar Mash Valais County Whisky and Tennessee
Whiskies.
-Eight difeereut kindm Wi nes.-
Specialties.
BRAN DI ES,
"PEAt 'El and HONEY,"
"ROCK and RYE,"
and GIN
Prices From $1.50 to
$4 Per Callon.
With Jugs
Free.
X. B.-Enclose Postal, Moey Order or Cash
with your erder.
argains!
Bargains!
Clcantig Sale For The Next 30 Days
In Dr der to Make Room tor Spring Goods'
'Prices Prgardiess Cost.
WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD B1 ANYBODI
MORRIS COHEN,
Elve..'s Corner - - Hopkinsville,
'1•7800
Prescription Drug Store
CAITHER'S.
Here you will find a pure assortment ofthe
BEST DRUGS
to be had in this or any city, and prescriptions are com-
pounded by Graduate Pharmacists. Also a full line of s:
the leading
Patent Medicines
kept on hand. A complete line of Toilet Articles and
Stationery,
Pure Old Whiskies, Fareiqn and Domestic WineR
f)r medical purposes always kept on hand,
133r ELEATFLIE" MC31Vvr M. D.•
'This tan New and Maate-,y Medical Trestlim, and Ind' hie to ever, FOUND. MIDDLE.
ACID. scs1 OLD MAN who is !fulcrum from Weakneas=or, Lost of Memory, Baadfulnees,
asepsuesion of Spirits', Liver Complaint, Inseam* of the Kidne) a, and all dieemee dependent epee
Amides; Excesass, dolly, Vice, Lmorance. Net•alla Debility, Vaal If.xleaustios,
THE ERBEIRS oFYOUTHAND MANHOOD.
mere a leather, fa Price, only one dollar, by wialsd is plain wrapper, postpaid,
reeeernetivice- Address Riser Dc Mow?, M.D., No. 381 Columbus A  or P Bog
:A...., Berton, Nam. Pretatory Lecture with numerous testimornale from high sourcee, free to all.
Ties la the way ELECT 010-MEINCO PHYSIOLOGY ever published, and is abeolutely complete
and MAWS. Hie Ott &Asada* to sal aMircled, as lc remises the very roots and vitals of dames.
EXPERT HOMETREATMENT • DOSITIVE.
1- CURE.
AND 111111.'"
NAT GAITHER, Danag.-r. JAMES W EST, Stsd ',amen
PLAN TERS WAREHOUSE
The Nat Gaither Co., Proprietors.
obacco Commission Merchants.
OPKINSViLLE. - KENTUCKY.
- Four months free storage to planters.
. Teneteev. Fee Tette Lee.
W. H. TURNIAEY & BRO,.,
Tobacco Salesmen
-AND-
COMMISSION MERCHANTS
E:cphant Warehouse
CLARIC.:VILLE, TENN.
We never epeculate directly or todireetty In tobitoco. Careful attention to the Interest ol
0.1r customers and best prices obtained. Advisees inside OR Milner() its Store. All Tobsoci
at owner's expense untrue otherwise instructed in writing
HALL & C011
DEALERS IN---
Granitrl and Matble
MONUMENTS.
Virginia etreet, Between eith and etli, Hopkineville, Ky.
we win duplicate any monumental w .rk put up In Chriettan county by any fatale,
dealer and dlarount their price from lu to 26 per cent
N. Tobin & Co,
IIERCHANT TAILORS,
OPERA BUILDING,
Hopkinsville, - Kentucky.
Lv Evansville
Ar Henderson
Ar Condon
A r Morgandeld
• DeKaven
A r Sturgis
.5 r viarlon
A r Prieceton
W I I II
Pullman Buffet ..leepini ( a-s
KENTUCKN s• nom AND ToWA:WI Li MEM PH 1,, V 11' KSBURG,
BATON E, mid NEW i
via. MEMPHIS.
t, e Out Bt.P.,11.b g ii0Illd
TO AND FROM
Net( York. Philadelphia, lialtilliiire.
N'ashineton, ild P -int Comfort,
Richmond. Buffalo, Cle%eland.
Tole.t.i. (*Warn, 1. ilfroispolls.
Cincinnati. .
EAsTERN NoRTHWEsTERN POINTS
AND
Memphis, Viet:0,11re, Beloit Rouge, New
Orleans. Mobile. Little Medi, Hot Siirlugs,
aud p.il Ma to West T  Texas,
Arkansas, Dlitsis.tpia oubonna, and
I HE sOUTH il*T11 W EST.
No. I. No 21.
Stations. Day Ex. Mail Ex.
Central City 
 I.v.12:45 piet e MI sok
Mercer . ... 12 .13 6:06
Greenville 
 
1:05 6:.7
Gordon 
  1:13 11:1...
MeNary 1:Ii 6::..a
rat er.port 1:28 6:1'..
Whl e Plains 
  1:34 6.4s
Nor/ nville 1;44 6:5s
St . Charles. 1:57 7:12
Dawson 2:15 7:31
Montg met yit 2: ii 7:47
Scottsburg 2:ti 7:Z6
Princeton :a48 8.411
No. IL No.
Stations. Mad Ex. Day E..
Princeton .. I.v  4:96 pm 11:45 Ain
tic•dtsburg 
  4:86 II:15
v. ont Kota, ry 
 4:41 11:24
Dawiton . 5:01 11::ka
Ht. Chariest, . ..  
 
5:1A 11:5/4
Norton. Ille, ,i•sx 1,:12 nt
. •  
 ihirtt 12:15 P
White Plains, ..... . ... .. 5:42 12:27
liskeesport ....... .... fets 12:35
meearv, .. ......... ... 5:53 12:36
Gordon, 
 COO 11 :55
Greenville. 
 6.13 1 SD
Mercer, ..  
 11:23 1:1S
Central City,  er. sese pm 1 see
No. 4.
Day Ex.
Centml City, Lv. 5:18) 1:45
The line Is thoroughly equipped and In lint-
els's'. condition, and provides an excellent •r-
rantrenicitt In time and I hrougn ears. A
FEATURE Is the time and convealence se-
cured bY the Limited Expreas Trains ONLY
A NIGHT'S RIDE between Loulmollle andMemphi., •nd the nest and quickest service
bet ween the wn elite. ever offered.
For Lowest Rates, Time Tablas, and all de-
sired Information apply to
GEO MAGUN DER. Agent,
NORTON VILLE, KY.
Or W. H. 41101.7TY, Pnissenger Agents
LOI• 1 KY.
0 V. RAILWAY.
In effect November 21, IKM.
TRAINS GOING SOUTH.
No. I.
9:1)a to
 10:20a
......  10:46 a nu
11:22 a TII 
12:V2 p
 12:16 p
  I IS p m
  2:15 p in
co. 4.
3:11.1p in
4:2i p In
p
5:25 p
6:.10 p
7:ift p
7:55 p
9:111) p
TRAINS GOING NORTH.
. 6:110 a m 3 410 pI.v Prineeton
7:111 a in 6:511 p in
  7:51 at in 4:45 p
A r Marion
  8 Ma ni 4:56 p in
Ar fittirgiri
. s:4.1 a nt p
Ar DeK iven
. 9:5ist 5:514 p at
Jo' Morgan-rid
10:2.0 a in A:21 p in
A r oryaon
Ar 4Eevlietilestrriliej . 11 :II n in 7:U5p in
Trains leave Morgitafteld for Uniontowa at
le a nt and 5:111p ni.
Trains leave Viiitietown for 31organlitelil
sl:55 a iii and 5:45 p m.
gar- rraing 1, 2.4 at .1 4 daily except Sun-
day. Trains 5 and 6 Sunday only.
Tra'n leaving Chicago at 11 :51 p at arrives
In Evansville 9:31) a m intik Mg./tree( e.,00se.
li011 III Union Depot with (WM.. Valley train
No. 1 at 9:31.1 ni arriving at Hentiereon 10:20
a in. Princeton 2:15 p 111, 3:3ii p
and 14. 31).11110db la :40 p won.- n tent. •
Train No 2 on C.0. & W leevIng Mein-
phes at 6:4.5 a Ut arrIvIrg Padueah at 12:45
p m. Prtmetam 2:51) p nt, notkIng d!reet eon-
tieetiou with Ohio alley train NO. 4. arriv-
ing at i endenrin at 6:21 p w here di reel ("mi-
ne...Don is flied.- In unhoi depot with E.& T.
14 trate at 7:05 p in, for 5 twenties, Terre
Haute. Intbanispolls. Cineinnat St Loots,
and Chicago. ily t L.. arrangement the trn v -
elinx public are afforded the quiekeet and
trios? direct route to above DAIWA cilia's.
W. W. A. E. MIRA DT.R,
O. dk. T. A.Gener...1 Supt.
L, NASH,
MODISTE,
Willi BASSETT &CO.
Clapp Artir.es alacorpuration.
W HEREAS. at a meeting of the stockhol-
ders of the Metcalfe NI itno torturing 1 7o.. held
et Honk inwv II a., on the Mk day of Jan, MAO,
it wan /ter' ed that the eltpltel stork of arid
'vim patty be increment fr he amount origi-
nally authorised $41.1,ito, to $75,650. and further
weed that the amount of limlebt duets of
etinipany which was etriserly restricted$10.561 be .1Iowed to be increased the
amount of Ditith. and the dIr•-•ctory of maid
oototramy having been littera led to take
such step'. as were neeestatry to carry ont the
wish... of tie. said stock holders eact premed
in said ineetia..t. now therelore for the pur-
pore f abort Kahl
TAKE NOTICE,
That the ear ital stock of the mild Metre l fe
Manufitte wring (7 ..... patty le hereby Inereased
from iln riginal capital stock of 140,0110, to
975.111111) and In(' amoset or I ntlebteslilesSt
tN1 under the original charter of 310006 bele-
by luerefteed and the limite'd so allowed Is
now axed at C.)I,U1Si and the main place of bus.
Mess which under mild original everter we-
fixed at 1101)1414161Ville DI ROW changed aad
fixed at Eddy% Ille,
Witileat our hand. this April 1st, ha.
Jo. F. FOAM",
r. W. )4 ET('ALris.
M. HANNA,
RA.% Ri vett. Directors.
1%, M•WHITTAKICK,
M. W, ROWS1.%N.-
epeeist attention given to orders from a distance.
Mr. N. Tobin, of the firm of N. Tobin & Co., hae just returned from the East where be
pinrehase.4 a full and complete line of floe woolen- for Spring Stylee Parties needing any •
thing its that line would do well eall and see their ',hick nefore purcidta.ng elsewher .
BRYANT ge STRATTON BUSINESS COLLEGE
LOUISVILLE,KY,
Chriitin Cout tf Conn Plea.
Susan E. Fuquit, PYR,
; Notice to Creditor')
W. J. Fuqua, Den.
In punsuenee of an order entered herein 0,1
the lat April Pete, 1 hereby notify the
creditorw Tilos. J. PI1441114, deed, D. tile with
me on or before the let day of May IMO, their
Halms verified aecordi ng tit law.
Hl'entlit WOOD,
April 1, Master Commissioner.
LAND FOR SALE.
210 acres of !and near Belleview
Ky., 110 acres cleared, 100 acres well-
timbered. This place hale good im-
provements on it and is wee les tered.
Is situated In a good neighb. ood,
convenient to schools an i chu. tete
and is Me miles from Grat•ey, a eepot
on the I. A. elt T., railroad. For
further particulars; apply to,
noette W. T. Wieeteiteee.
=Om*, 401" .77 7..7.3Nry
ELECTR BEL1.
VITI•VaiC atiT111.1Pirrraka.csi.41.1r.
PLTIST ND AL, IS. 1.0. 415. 1, Wes
• e 7 
.0 3
GE. 0 II
GALVANIC SODY SILT
sad Sosteineorr nengear.abadtc
oar* the follow ,... ing, Al at•LI
stto Compleinu. Lambe
ral and Nervous .... Defalits 1••
nor. Trembling ...4\1%,,, Fil ism
am. Lid nes Mr
One. Insomnia. *AIR( of ti-
&Ay. Diseases e ri br ind'sgrottos 1a Youth or Mart willi , el l imams parties.
114_te the Womb or *rah Jeweller.
Till* LI the Larr er and.1515Testr impermanent emir
ludo. suit saa•rtor to all others. li very buyer ot ae
Eiectria $ wants the West-ibis be will find 'Iv,
ke4:Pit. It d iffer4 from all othsrs. as It tan terriesarid ant a cha a. vnItiVe o. wire belt. 14.1110A.
sateagislati Corsets by glawastiy. The electric us reign%
eart be TjugreD h/ holah• bolos', it Is iii-pli. d to the
b°47.1/ad 1. WOTh one es ea es hours dans. if roowill sualtao tho be t yes. will 1. ny si,.erisr.. To show
Iii• girl CD417111Elert en o •••• rn o,,r Flamm-Oral-
verde as nn I Appli ..... we nlIl owl der 114, 4 NA
Cripkg. to R..p•44.14444,44,••• Thoty Rap' TAM. Send
sestaa for ,au rays. i.,,eenIted o mohlet.
_OWEN ELECTRie IttlT Mat
a Pyle OW. 0...4:. sUn a no sliso:sssiAselity:P;
I.Sentlos Ills Pepe, ) (i),,,n1..s.44D)Jun• " 11BT, . _
190 North nroaeway. ST. LOUIS. ISO.
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DETECTIVE DOWNEY.
llv MRS. °ABM RORY
he means to reach England, and «t.i can
carry out the plans already formed. pro-
vided nothing connected with the Drax-
ton business turns up before lie call pos-
sibly get here. The chief danger to be
apprehended is from Treherne, w he either
does not know, as a director, tlw stake
of the bank in Barrington's former prop-
erty. or has forgotten it. If he learns
the fact, or is reminded of it, he will
want to have the deeds and documents
I inspected on the spot, and all must come
out. In the one case you have at did
woret sie weeks for action, in the other
you have one week. It is for the latter
emergency we have to provide. You feel
no doubt that this Irian Downey will be
employed?"
"Let me go ors,- the points onee more."'
"None whatever. He has alvi- aye
worked for tho hank, and Treherne has
a great opinion of hire he knew of him
before."
"Have you a great opinion of him?"
"I don't think much of any of these
gentry. But of one thing I am quite
sure; he could not fail to detect me in
any disguise."
"Then the sooner Downey knom a me
by sight, and I know Downey by sight,
the better. So I shall have occasion to
consult Mr. Downey. and arrange to.meet
him in your private room at the bank the
day after to-morrow."
She cast a curious, lingering look
around the luxurious room as she left it.,
in the chilly dawn, just as the birds be-
gan to twitter; her face was pale from
fatigue, not from fair, and she was
steady in nerve and limb. A warm ray
was striking her bedremin windows when
she laid her howl on her pillow; she
closed her eyes against it and fell asleep,
with these for her last oonscious thoughts:
"Has it been worth it? I think it has;
we have always known the smash must
come, and we have made our game for
it. I think we shall win yet. Whatever
happens, I will never turn tail on my
own convictions. I would rather live
with a clever knare, who at all events
trusts me, than with the lionestest of
fools; and I would rather have no life at
all than a cheap life."
On the following day an animated con-
versation on the suhject of the romance
in real life took place in the manager's
room at the "Le and D." between the
directors whose turn of business it was,
and Mr. Morrison, who gave them a 8W>
cinet account of the complicated rela-
tions of thebank with the Draxton estate,
and foretold great profits in the future
to be macke out of -the colonial Creesus.
Ho had already telegraphed congratula-
tions and an itupery as to when Mr. Bar-
rington intentkal to start for England.
He had felt all the time as though he
were standing on a powder mine, but he
stood there, metaphorically, with the
coolneas and unconcern whicat only a
martyr, or a gambler. digplays when the
hour is supre ne. The spirite hat inspired
the knave was that of the gambler, the
vilest spirit of them, afl, and it stood to
him then, true to its damnable pact with
consenting souls..
That night Mr. and Mrs. Morrison were
present at a crowded hall at a house in
Eaton square. Mrs. Morrison, who look-
ed remarkably well, wore ethe Walsh
diamonds" in a becoming fashion, the
five stars being sewn upon the bodice of
her gown. On her return to Quorn
Lodge she discovered that one of the
stars was missing, whereupon she de-
dared her conviction that the jewel had
been stolen from her parson. She re-
membered to have been hustled by the
crowd just beyond the awning, when
she had walked a little way to her
brougham's place in the line; she had
nearly lost her light wrap, and although
she blamed her own foolish iarpatience,
she blamed Ionised ineffectual sewing
on of the star muc.h more severely, so
severely indeed that the indignant maid
gave her warning on the spot.
Detective Downey had formerly be-
longed to -the force," but he had retired
and set up on elis own account, in conse-
quence of the divergence of his views
from those of his superior officers, and
his rooted belief that there existed in this
country but ene real adept in detection,
whose narrow was Itichard Downey. The
man wag an enthusiast in hid calling, and
he held nune, living or dead, in such
reverence. as its great chiefs, even the
apocryphal ones. For him M. lXvoq
was as authentic asecisenoleon Bonaparte,
and he would have given the' pay of a
great many jobs to have poseessed a fat
forefinger like Inspector Bucket's; but
failing that, he did his best to make a
lean one emphatic. Hewes a little dark
man with twinkling eyes, a self satisfied
smirk, and he had a fixed Idea that at
the bottom of every crime and misde-
meanor that departs from, or, ao to speak,
rises above the lowest of the vulgar,
there is a woman! Ho did not persuade
himself that his fixed idea was an orig-
inal one; on the contrary, he rendered
sincere homage to the promulgator of it,
and regarded tho distinguistexi utterer
of the famous phrase, "Cherchez
Illsrnme," as a wiser than Solomon, al-
ugh after ell he oely gave _to_ that
sageeconciusionsareepigranunatic form.
Of course his fixed idea led him wildly
wrong on some occasions, but it had
guided him straight enough on others;
he had a respectable list of criminal
couvictions to his credit, and was,
probably. as happy a man as one could
meet in a day's walk. Wheeler he as-
pired te the immortality of a volume of
memoirs was known only to hintmelf; it
looked like it, for the invariable occupa-
tion of his leieure was the copying and
arrangement of a voluminous mass of
notes.
Such was the man, a queer specimen
of a strange class, to whore the elegantly
dressed lady, on whom he waited at the
appointed tine.. gave an agitated and not
very clear account of her loss of a valu-
able deutionel star. He receivea the com-
tunnies-teen without comment, but made
elaborate notes. and complimented tho
perturbed lady on her foresight it. bring-
ing thw four remaining stars for him to
see, although. he added. one weal have
been sufficient for purees:4es of identifi-
cation. Mr. Morrhon was present at the
interview, but took no part in the narra-
tive of the less of the star, and on its
conclusion locked up the jewel case in
his nate, at the suggestion of Downey,
who inclined to the belief that the rob-
bery was a put up affair, and suggested
that it would be well to inquire into the
antecedents of Mrs. Morrison's maid.
But this tlwory was impatiently routed
by Mr. Merriest intervening te explain
that Ionise had not known until she had
to dress her mistress for the ball that
Sine Morrison intended to wear her
diamonds. Downey regretfully accepted
the conclusion that the case wart only
one of common "grabbing" after all, for
he dearly loved a complication, and was
especially partial to affairs in which
household treachery was a leading agent.
Ile took hie leave, having laid due pro-
feseional emphasis on the difficulties
presented by the case, and went away
wishing that the job were of a higher
order, that, for instance, Mrs. Morrison
-like so many ladies in fact and fiction
-had stolen her own diamonds, from
motives of which it would have been
a ,joy to him to discover and expeam
"La femme," in the character of a
claimant in a case ef legitimate griev-
ante, interestel Mr. I/owney only moder-
ately.
I In the course of that day Mr. Mor-
rison's message of the previous morning
was answered from Melbourne. but not
Mr. Barritigton. An agent tele-
. graphed, "Barrington Hailed on first."
This was startling news; the margin of
' safety was contracting. When Mr. e'er-
risem left the batik that afternoon, after
he Lel transacted some very important
, busineste he wired to his wife thal he
ahould Is. detained in town, and betook
lulu in a hansom to a stnee of very
modest pretensione in Pirulico. There he
dismissed his cab, and carrying his in-
separable black hand bag, lie walkee on
to the far end of the Street, knocked
at the door of a house, bearing a small
brass Plate inscribed "Josephus," and
was admitted. From that house Mr.
3forrison came out only just in time to
catch the latest train for Riverside.
"Jostephus isn't a bad fellow at all,"
said Mr. Morrison to his wife, after he
had run through the narrative of his
pnceetlings subsequent to the receipt of
the startling telegram; "for that sort of
man, he's a very gtexl fellow. (if course
it has to be matte worth his while. but
then. it is to well worth ours, now that the
push has come. The whole thing dis-
posed of by private contract, the money
peel down to-morrow, and nothing
touched until all is safe. I really don't
see how we could have done better."
"The things cost twice the money,"
said Mrs. Morrison ruefully.
"More than that, my clear: but the
question is who paid for thein?" He
smile and chuckled; with the smile and
the amend his sly callousness came out,
and the full vilenesa of the man some-
how revealed itself. "Cheer up, and
don't look so melancholy over your
pretty things. You will just have as
many 'in the land we're going to,' as the
Irish emigrant so sweetly sings, provided
we get there."
"What will happen here?"
"I can't pretty well guess, but what
neea we care? We shall either do it or
not do it. If WO tIO it, I don't believe
anything will ever be heard of the mat-
ter. The bank can stand the racket. It
isn't a shaky affair, to be knocked over
by a Farquharson; they'll settle it behind
closed doors, among thernetelves, and
square it with Barrington and the others.
If we don't do it," lie paused, and his
heavy brows contracted, "well, you and
I know about that. We aro partners in
this game, Jane, but I have more to
lore. You will be safe any way."
Ile wife looked at him for a moment
with something of terror and repulsion
in her face; but the next she conquered
the movement.
After a brief silence he said briskly.
"That ass. Downey, called today to say
he thought he already hail a dew. It
would have been awkward if ho bad
wanted a second look at the iliamonds."
"Lest he might have seen the five
stars into° box?"
"No, no. I must be a muff if I couldn't
have hidden that from Lille:: a duffer as
Downey! Because the empty case was
in the safe, and the diamonds were se-
curely packed for traveling in this."
He held up with a chuckle a small
leather pouch with two loops, made for
a belt to be pawed through them, dropped
it back into his breast pocket, and said
with his evil smile:
-What a lot of the ridiculeus there al-
ways is in everything! The 'U. and De
would give Downey aomething handsome
by and by for a clew to the history of the
'Walsh' diamonds-they were kncwn
another name °nee."
,e•You never told me that story."
"No; but I will, if we pull tees
through."
On the following day Mrs. Morrison ap-
plied herself to a number of household
and social duties. The servants were in-
formed that Mr. and Mrs. Morrison would
go abroad for Mr. Morrieon's time of
leave, and Louise was instructed to peek
sundry trunks ia advance, and label
them for Paris. Mrs. Morrison proposed
to replace her by tarenchwoman. In
the afternoon Mrs. Morrison mei° sev-
eral calls, during which site talked of the
approaching journey, and said she barely
felt equal to it, but could not allow a day
of her husband's precious "leave" to la
lost. lier appearance confirmed her
words; she was looking ill.
Mr. Morrison returned in high spirits,
and before dinner his wife knew that so
far all was well, and Mr. Joitephtis had
been as good as las weed. While the
solemn butler was in the rot art, Mrs. Mor-
rison suggested to her husband that as
an alleviation of the fatigue of the start
they ehould go to the Grosvenor hotel
fora day or two and set out from thence.
Mr. Morrison replied that she could do
ao if she liked, although he did not see
that she would gain much be it. So this
plan was agreed upon and at noon the
next day. Mr. Morriaon having left home
at the usual hour, Mrs. Morrison teemed
into her brougham and was; driven away
from Quern Lodge for the last time.
The rt.pose of the pleasant villa re-
mained unbroken for nettle days, but at
last a letter, bearing a London postmark,
was received by the solemn butler and
teemed a commotion. The letter was
written by Mr. Morrison, and it simply
instructed the recipient to expect the ar-
rival of a Mr. Jesephus, who would pay
all the servants on a liberal scale, indi-
cated by Mr. Morrison, and Inftliltaa them,
their services being no longer required.
settle all local claims and tak poems/eon
of the house, thenceforth his own prop-
erty.
It is sufficient to record here that all
this took place. Mx. Josephus shut up
Quern Lodge for awhile, with a police-
man in charge. But the villa did not
long remain unoccupied. Mr. Joeeplitas
acquired an eligible tenant; the family,
however, is of the "serioter" kind, and
Quorn Lodge is now known as Gilead
Grove.
Mr. Treherne duly returned to town
and his directoral duties, but the bursting
of the storm did not ensue immtmliately.
The signal for that was given by the ar-
rival of Mr. Barrington at the "U. and
D." in splendid health and spirits, aetu-
ated by an eager desire to get through
his bueiness, and full of the heppy
• delusion, so painful by its dispel-
ment, that what it ware well should bo
done quickly is quickly to he done 'eat
home. '
Into the details of the disoevery there
is no need to enter. The "-U. and D.,"
in its present corporate capacity, and in
the easier going days when it wes a
private firm, had cherished in its busi-
ness and its bosom liS finished espocimen
of the euntnitigatell viper" kind as ever
knew a hank, to the detriment of that
institution.
Morrison's f rauds had been as inge minus
in the beginning of hie career as his
thefts were audacieue at its clew. lie
had enjoyed extmordinars. luck. never
failing to win at whatever. game he
played. And yet hr. must for years have
been frequently within a liat's breadth
ef detection. up to the moment wheel the
Barrington incident uevh• it a certainty.
"The coolnees, too, of the really reckless
scoundrel!" saitl Mr. Trelterti e who al-
ways boastel and seer etineet ablest be-
lieved, lie had never trusted elerritern-
("I have a reinarkatee faculty of reading
character." lie would sayi-a nd could
not (elite refrain front a kind of perverse
admiration of the nem who had dime
theta all so thoroughly--all ex cept him.
ilow thorougl•ly the victims del not ap-
preciate just at once. for when the first
installment of the tr uth was dit covered.
it was fondly believea that Mr. Morrison
might to caught by t he temple expedient
of 'teener) on the part of all cor teemed.
If nothing were dune, if nothing were
said, to alarm hine was there not reason
to believe that he would conic beck as
usual, totally unsuspecting? As the bank
authorities knew nothieg about hie tele-
gram nor did Mr. Barrington, there was
nothing to suggest to terse di:deny-thing
had occurred to startle Morrison. and he
might therefore walk into the lion's den
--otherwise hie own nom in the '• U.
and D."-with fearlossecontedence. This
theory was so ea/thing ‘especiall'y as
there was every reason to behove that
Morrieon could be made to disgorge
freely, that there nautili* be more tlum
the mere punishment of die crirniral to
be attained) that Mr. Trebt•rne began to
talk about the "providenteakeet" of Mr.
lierringten's _not hevitet arrived until
Morn:ton had gone aoroati.
But thi. sanguine mood underwent a
modification when, after cautious inquiry
had been 'mole by itowney at ltiversdale
and at Quern Lodge, it became known
that the lamse eaus not only shut up, but
had changed ownership. Joaeplius
v.-as interviewed, arel found te be com-
pletely en regle: he had purchased the
villa alai all its contents from Mr. Mor-
rison; and the fact that the snug little
place tad been Morrison's freehold prop-
erty lecarne known to his empleyers for
the first tittle. Things now looked very
serious, anti the victims were only nexi-
erately sustained by the representations
of Downey, who. haviag been t?tnployed
at first merely to -inquire," was now
called into consultation at the special in-
stigation of Mr. Treherr.e.
Unbounded, although carefully con-
ccaltel, was the delight of liowney. Here
was a really good ease, and lie was the
man to deal with it. He proposed to
deal with it on the pessimist side; to
take for granted that Morrison had some
reasolt for believing that this game
was up, and had abecondeti cm the
preteet of a trip to the continent. If
this ero so, then ltowney could safely
affirm that Morrisen was thecoolest hr_nd
he had ever met in die whole coulee of
his business: for he had sent for him,
Downey, and employed hini in a personal
matter a few days before he left London.
Downs-Thu] also been withlem the very
day before, to arrange ter communicat-
ing wee elns. Morrieon on the etuleect of
the at.01eh dialuotel star. The address,
up to a certain date not yet expired, was
to be I weene; and. Mr. Downey argued,
why should see not have gone there, even
suppeeDg Mcr?-ison te have pushed cm tee
a safer piece? Front les experienoe of
woeien, Mr. Downey areued that if you
calculated npon one of them 1.1-kleing
throcge almost any amount cf2cliale
and daneer to liar diamonds or illegal.
of teem, se be might call the chence of
getting an- stolen onc-s back, you'll find
ycleve started right anyhow.
•• W herever 1:3 le, she's at Lucerne," re-
peated Mr. flownce-, ••and a very geed
thing it is that I can identify hes."
-Providential, quite!" murmured Mr.
Treherne.
"The sooner I start the better. gentle-
men," proceeled the detective. • • TI wre's
just the chance-though the sale of the
villa's dead against it-that lie may be
there quite unsuspectingly, and there's
also the chance that she's keeping him
hanging on. like a fool, waiting for news
of the star. She hasn't much head, I
should say, judging from the way she
told the stery of how she'd been robbed
-stuttering and stammering and crying
and contradicting herself -ehe'll want the
diamonds at any price. It's so much the
better for this job, but if I was an ab-
sconding criminal of any description I
ahould not like a woman with a head
like Mrs. Morrison's to abscond along
with Ine."
"But," said Mr. Treherne, ••if you
found Mrs. Morrison alone at Lucerne
what would you do then?"
••Watch her. If he knows hes found
out, and yet is such a fool as to stop
where I've got his address, rit catch him;
but up to the pneent his record has not
got any folly in it-very much the other
way. If he's waiting for her anywhere,
she will join him."
The victims in council concurred in
Dewney's views, with one exception-a
mild director, who was dispotied to regard
an address given to a detective by an in-
tending fugitive with despondency rattier
than confidence. lie was, however, put
down by Mr. Treherne, and then Downey
was dismissed to make certain inquiries
at the Grosvenor hotel. lie was to re-
port the result to the conclave at 3 p. rue
and to receive final instructions.
"Gentlemen," said the detective, on hie
reappearance at the appointed hour, "I
have to ten you that I have been wrong.
quite wrong." It was not agreeable to
Delaney to wake this admission, never-
theless there ease subdued elation about
the man. "There will be no call for me
to go to Lucerne to watch Mrs. Morrison;
it is to be done easier and cheaper than
that."
-What! what do you meanr asked Mr.
Treherne excitedly.
"Do let him tell ilia story his own way,"
expostulated the mild director.
"Thank you, sir; it is besein general.
Well. gentlemen, you are tieepared by
what I have said to hear that Mrs. Morri-
son is not at Lucerne. (The mild director's
whole form silently proclaimed: I told
you so!) But you will be surprised to
hear that she did not have London with
Mr. Morrison, and that to the best of my
belief she is in England still! I acquired
this valuable information in the follow-
ing manner," here Downey dropped into
his professional tone and produced his
note book: "On inquiry at the Grosvenor
hotel I found that Mr. and Mrs. Morrison
had stayed there for twodays and nights.
and that during that time Mrs. Morrisoe
had complained of illness. On die second
night she told the chambermaid in at-
tendance that although there was -death-
ing serious the matter she really could
not face foreign parts, but had made up
her mind to go to a quiet English sea
place during Mr. Morrison's absence. The
girl remembered this well. because, as
acknowledeed, Mrs. Morrison gave
her something handsome on leaving the
hotel, which she did with Mr. Morrison.
la less than half an hour she came to the
hotel door in a cab. and asked if she could
see the chambermaid. The girl had only
that moment given notice that a hand-
bag had been left in a drawer in the
room which Mrs. Morrison bad occupied.
This was a lucky accident; for Mrs. Mor-
rison's return to the hotel to get her bag
proves that ahe (lid not leave England
with Mr. Morrison. I assumed a troubled
air, and said it was very annoying-I had
accretion to communicate wit!, Mrs. Mor-
rison. and how was I to get her address?
Of course, nobody knew and nobody
cared. and I was turning away, when the
young chambermaid said: 'Perhaps this
may help you,' and handed me a card.
'It wee stuck in the looking glass to
tiglaen it.' she added; 'I saw Mrs. Morri-
son put it there, and rut sure I don't
know how I came to put it in my pocket,
but I did.' That's the card, gentlemen.
It is evidently a lodging house address-
'100 Marine terrace, Broadstairs'-and
there I shall final Mrs. Morrison."
"Very likely," said the mild director;
"but what then?"
"This," answered Mr. Downey, who
had been n.serving his effect; "I don't
believe he's gone either! From inquiries
I have made I am satisfied that no one in
the least resembling Mr. Morrison crossed
te Calais that morning; and every pas-
senger on board,of anything likehisage,
had a lady with him. Helene gone; and
he will come or write-counnunicate
with her somehow; only give him time
and we shall get hint."
"I can't imagine any motive that could
lead Mtn to remain in England, having a
fair chance of getting away," sael the
mild dinette, "but as there's nothingeo
be done until we've traced him, and your
titan offers a chance of doipg so, I steno
objection to it."
Tim others assented moro readily. and
the council of victims again separated.
Mr. Morrison would have been amused
could he have known how very near to
its fulfillment was lila prediction of the
conduct of the "U. anti D."
Mr. Downey had been on the watch at
Broadstairs for a full month before lie
had anything to report to his employers,
beyond the fact that Mrs. Morrison was
living at No. 100 Marine terrace, Broad-
stairs, under the name of Spears; that
the house was a respectable boarding
house, at present tenanted by ladiesonly;
but that he fully expected Mr. Morrison
to appear in the character of a gentle-
man boarder. He was as far as ever
from being able to account for the pro-
ceadings of either the man or his wife,
but his belief in his own maxim, "Keep
the woman under your eye and you'll
get the man if he's above ground," re-
mained intact. Mrs. Morrison was in
lad nealtle she had not been out of
doors, to the best of his belief, since his
arrival at Broadstairs, and an ingenuous
seevunt ;ere judiciously uuestioned. had
100 and cruets the road to the Math in
smelt a fashion as to come up with hien
and confront lam at once. She WaS the
icti tre of health, and her bright, darkP -
eyes ehot a bold, /derisive glance at the
dumf omitted detective, as she accosted
How do you do, Mr. Downey ? How
do you liee Broaastairs? You meat find
it rillicr .:t111, I fancy. Imt 1 suttees° the
pay attews. I'm sorry to cut off your
supplies. leta I !Lally cannot keep on
deleing you I want a walk any
hunger. and it takes up my clever Melee
inaide time to watch you go off and
come ea our leat; beeidee, it isn't ne-
cessary now, mei even though it is a
bank that pays. one ought not to waste
Utter nionr7.-. you know. Eh. Mr. Dow-
ney?"
"How do you do, Mr. !lounge y
"Madant! Mrs. Morrison!"
"Mrs. Morrison? What do you mean
by calling tue out of my name?"
"Do you mean to-tell me you are not
Mrs. Morrison?"
"Certainly I do."
"Not the-not the persan who lost a
eiamend star and employed me to find
eb? Why. Mr. Morrison named you to
me as his wife."
"Mr. Morrison did nothing of the kind.
He named you tome and you. with your
wonderful t•leverness..you know, took
the other thing for granted."
"You mean te tell mo you person-
ateda-
"I personate:I nobody, Mr. Detective
Downey. I merely possess a little talent
for actieg, and-pray, have you found
my star, or tho thief who stole it? No!
Never mind, you can keep that twenty-
pound note 'on account' until you do.
But I really don't think yoe ought to
hang on here any longer."
Downey was hardly able to get out the
words: "Explain, woman, don't jeer
like that. Who are you? You must be
Mrs. Morrison; yea v.-ere seen at the
hank; you must have been: you passed
as Mrs. Morrison at the Grosvenor hotel."
She laughed in his face.
"I was seen at the lank, but the per-
son; who saw ma would swear I am Mrs.
Morrison as readily as you. I did not
pees at the Grosvenor hotel as Mrs. Mor-
rison; I never was inside the hotel in any
life. I stopped in a cab at the door and
I asked for Mrs. Morrison's bag. My
name, I repeat, is Seaars, Martha Spears;
I am the wife of a ea captain, at present
on his way to Calcutta; I have kept the
boarding house in which you take so
deep an interest for ten years; the in-
valid for whom you inquire of Susan ao
tenderly is old Mrs. Spears, my mother-
in-law. I ece you're still inizzled and so
I will put you out of your pain. I am
Mrs. elorrisena twin sister, and remark-
ably like her." Downey tearted. "I
am eery fond of her, and of him, too,
and so I ought to be. for beset me up in
No. 10) when lie married my sister
hor said Downey, "so that's how
it was worked, was Per
"That's how it was worked; though,
mind, I don't commit myself to saying
what 'it' mane either in your mouth or
mine. You've got nothing against me,
you know, anal you'll get nothine out of
me if you were all 1.112 detectives who
never find anything but mares' nests
rolled into one. for tee vet-Aleut reasion
that there's nothing to get."
She pause.' in her voluble talk and
laughed again-a long laugh. full of fun
and enjoyment.
"Where are they?"
Ho hatl grasped her artn voluntarily,
and she shook off his hold with good
humored contempt.
"Come," she said, "you're not quite a
fool, thouge you're not far off one. Do
you imagine I know-do you think I'm
such a fool as to vent to know? Drop it,
my good man, and do go back to all the
'cases' you will never make anything of
by the very next train, for you are a
nuisance as well as a ninny, I assure
you."
With another laugh site Isft him,
tripped across the road as lightly as a
girl, and let herself into her house with
her latchkey, turning for an instant be-
fore she shut the door to wave him an
ironical salute.
Downey went back to town by the
first trail, and repturtea himself at the
"U. and D." No minutes of that inter-
view exist among his papers. lie was
much depressed for a time, but lie grad-
ually consoled himself by the reflection
that he had been right after all. Ile had
looked for the woman at the bottom of
this Morrison case anal he had found her
-only there were two and they were
twins.
THE END.
Young Johnson, S. de B. It. It.:
After trying many remedies', I pro-
bounce `Owenes Pink Mixture' the
best for teething children." For sale
by all druggist.
Cone.yrd Notes.
CONCORD, KY., April 14.-It seems
strange to me why many people get
so restless at ceurch if the services
last Over one hour. They t•an go to
an entertainmeut and stay until
twelve o'clock with great compoeure
of mind and then wish they could
stay longer.
Concord church is °tweed every
Sunday evening at three o'clock for
player meeting. Pleurae read this
notice and then hand it to sense other
brother, for I fear ninny have forgot-
ten their obligation to attend the
prayer meeting.
Family cares keep people from
church and prayel meeting; of course
the cildren are small and it won't tit;
to leave the house, and a great many
things demand atteution. Soon after
dinner, however, you can see John
and Betsy start out visiting and no
danger iu the children taking cold or
the house running oil, yet these things.
of course would have occurred if they
had gone to church.
I read with lunch care the speech'
of Mr. W. P. Thorne, published in the
NEW ERA. It is the very thing that
the Farmers' and Laborenie Union
want.
I hope the county comt will not
forget to make 511 approturiation for
the benefit of the people in this sec-
tion ; the money to be used in what
is known ate the Poor House lane. This
is a very important matter, and we
hope they will not forget us, as it is
our only road leading to market, to
mill and to church.
Mrs. Mark Boyd, of the Chalybeate
Springs neighborhood, mete last
week with her brother-in-law, Mr.
John Boyd, of your city.
Mrs. W. C. Davis ham been sick
for several days but is slowly im-
proving.
I regret to learn that Mrs.
Sy pert will have to move from where
she is now living. She had made ar-
rangemente for a big crop, had a good
deal of plowing done, her garden well
prepared for planting and some of it
planted, besidem other work necessary
to be done. on a fame I hope she
will not be loser in every thing, but
will be campensated for what elm has
done.
When the grass gets green anti the
Howerte grow tend the roses bloom and
peaches, apples, watermelone anti
eantelopea get ripe, I shall net forget
the editor and printers. FIA'smr•
AT DAWN OF
Hon. Samnel J. Randall
sinks Peacefully to
Rest .
Surrounds d by Ills Family sed e•r-
row ng Friereds.
The Funeral Fixed for 'I laurstlay
Thorriitag-itif:iriufmtir lot at Laurel
Dill Cemetery . l'hiladel-
W No-fos, April 14.- It was a
sad and touching 'scene at the Ran-
dall residence, on Copitol Hill when
Congressman Samuel J. Randall ex-
piredeesterday morniug, just an the
I/elite- re. neighboring church a err
o'clock. Around the bed-
side were gathered the family. the
phyeician and Postmaster General
Wantsmaker, ho had all kept a cou-
sitat watch neer the dying man dur-
ing the night.
A few moments before his death he
had opened his eyes, and looking ten-
derly at his wife, said in a low tone,
"mother," a word instinct with all
the fondest reccoltectionis of their
long and happy married life, and by
which he always called his wife when
none but the family were near. He
looked into her eyes as if he were
able to say something more, but lie
eeemed to have no strength left, aud
in a few moments he had passed away.
Death had come with the comiug of
the dawn. The watchers saw that all
was over, and the brave wife and
daughter, who had pureed and cared
for him duriug his long illness, could
restrain their leelings no longer, but
gave way to their grief, while the
physician and Mr. Wanamaker en-
deavored to console them as best they
might, though their own grief hard-
ly permitted them to speak.
Mr. Itaudall's death had been ex-
pected at any time during the last
three days, and les family and friends
knew that he could not last much
longer. The physicians had inform-
ed the family that death might come at
most auy hour, and Friday night they
told Mrs. Randall that his endurance
could net prolong his life through an-
other day.
Friday night had been a bad one
for the sick man, anti he had several
sinking spells, front which he rallied,
to the astonishment of his physi-
cians. The, however, left him weak-
er, and when morning came it Wan
evident teat his extraordinary vitali-
ty had Rental left him. lie rested
easely and comfortably during the
fore part of the day, and the doctor
was encouraged to hope that he
might live -everal days yet. He
took some uourish mend and dozed (41
without difficulty. Shortly atter 3
o'elock, however, a marked change
was noticed in hie appearance, and
he seemed ahrumet to sink away.
This spell waa worse than any of the
preceeding ones, and it Was thought
that the end was at hand. All the
'members of the fatuity were prevent,
and also Dr. Malian, whio has atten-
ded Mr. Randall througout him
• and who has grown to have an
interest in the case almoet as great
as that of one of his family.
Dr. N. S. Lincoln, the consulting
physician, and Postmaster General
1Vanamaker were hastily suuntioned.
They remained around the bedside.
expecting each moment would be the
last, until 6 o'clock, when lie rall.ed
some from the state of collapse. It
left him with very little strength re-
maining, and Dr. Malian became
convineed that he could hardly live
through-the night. Dr. Linceln left
soon sifter 6 o'clock, but others re-
!peeled with the sick luau. There
wes little or no change up to mid-
night, except that he was steadily
growing weakei.
Young Sammy Randall went to a
neighbores house to sleep, but was
hastily sunimoued about 3 o'clock in
the morning, elicit the doctor in-
formed the fatuity than Mr Randall
could net live through the night.
He was the elate of semi-limn:3-
scioutieas most of the time.
About tc :39 he heti another sinking
spell. aud sfterwards his mind be-
came more clear anti bright. The
sick man lay in the frtInt room of the
second story of his modest home, and
daylight Wad just begiuning to shed
its rays into the room when Mr. Ran-
dall opened his eyes, and looked
tenderly at his wife. He recognized
her, and in a half whisper said
senility "Mother." lie (lieu clohed
his eyes and sank away, death
coming from exhaustion, as the bells
of a near-by church rang the hour of
5, to call worshipers to early tutees.
Ile wale dead.
Mr. Randall's death was painless,
and lie was unconscious during the
greater part of his last Ileum There
were intervals when, from the iutelli-
gent and steady gaze which he must
have been conscious but lie seemed
unable to speak, and the word
"mother" was the only one he uttered
for hours preceding hie death. This
word lie murtnered so low that the
only one who recognized what he
Kaid Was his daughter, who Was
kneeling just behiud him. Around
him were Mrs. Randall, Miss Susan
Randall, Mrs. Lancaster, the mar-
ried daughter, and her husband,
Samuel Raudall, Ir., itobert E. Ran-
dall, his brothar, Dr. elallan, Post-
master ieneral Wanatuaker and the
household servants.
For a moment the family
hardily realized that all Was over,
but then, as the fact that lie was
dead broke upon them they
gave way to their grief and
burst Into tears. The shock was es-
eeciaily severe to Mrs. Randall and
her (laughter, Susan, who, rejecting
all effete of atesiatance, having nursed
the husband anti father through his
illness' of almost twp year's duration.
Their grief was touching iu the ex-
treme, and the gentleman present al-
lowed them to indulge it alone for
some minutes.
Postmaster General Wanamaker
came out of the house a few minutes
after 5, and announced in an almost
choking voice that all wais over. He
and the others then endeavored to
comfort the afflicted family, gand at
length sueceeded in inducing them to
retire and try to refresh thentselvet
wietthebRieeanliCales illness dates back
about 5 years, July 9, Atmore t wo years
ago, Mr. Randall was suddenly seiz-
with a violent diarrhtea and hemorr-
hage during the night, due to hastily
eating e dish of ice-eream and berries;
dining the (lay. This hemorrhage
was ea severe as to completely pries-
trate him, and his life Was ill immin-
ent danger. Dr. Malian mays tbat for
some time previous; to this Mr. Ran-
dall had been troubled with what he
supposed were bonen-beide. The di-
rhival attack caused the disease to
DAyi ut mb ee wacatsi %8' eu tft0erali 0,4aftirdo i t swiz  sefxorndI wive and malignant abseess. This
vented serious hemorrhages, which
greatly depleted his system atel left
him weak ane emaciated. lie out
himeelf permanently under tLe pity-
sician's care, and Dr. Mallon • has at-
tended him consent; tiy while ca tee
In this eity, Dr Lincoln. a ellysticien
of great repute in thee city, heingeall-
, ed ieto eensu I at ion ores-lousily. M r.
Randall rallied aud grew stronger,
anti was getting on fairly well uutil
feet February, when, he had a severe
rigor, brought on, prebately, by Gle
weather. This rigor was meson:Ipso-
led by severe abdominal pa us, and
there were ;symptoms. of teritenitis.
From thee time exhauatiert teem) to
set its, anti the sick mates course was
downward, Septicirernia was aleo
preeent avid a chill and severe diar-
rhoet Weed t wo weeks ar el brought
the case to a critical stage.
Up to a short time ago Mr Randall
had couadeuce in hits ability to pull
through his sickliest* ate' told a ebn-
gressional. visitor that he thought lie
was niending and that he would be
able to resume lea cougressional du-
ties.. Ha. joined tlie Presbyterian
church about two menthe ago. Mr.
'Wenamaker spoke to him on this
subject and Mr. Randall replied that
he had been thinking of this matter
fo, etnue Liam aud would like to be-
come a member of the church. Ar-
rangements were effected by whieb
he entered the Metropolitan Presby-
terian I hurch, on Capital hill. Dr.
Cbeeter is the pastor and will prole
ably conduct the funeral services in
this city.
The news of Mr. Randallei death
became quite generally known
during the day. A number of per-
sons called at the residence during
the day to ex preset eendolences.
They were received by Mr. Lanese-
ter, the son-in-law. The President
ants Mrs. Harrieon sent a basket of
flowers, with a note expressing their
deep sympathy with the Le lily.
Speaker Reed called during the
afternoon to express his regrets+ and
to learn the wishes of the family
with respect to the funeral services,
and Infer onsagear. Ieineaster that he
would careffeeibt the wishee of the
family in an things. Among tbe
other callers were Iti.ecre.ary blamer,
ex-Senator Ferry, of Michigan. ex-
Speaker Carlisle, Representatives
Breckinridge, of Kentucky, Springer,
of Illinois, and many others.
Sergeant-at-Arms Holmee called and
took charge of the remains for the
House of Representatives. They
were embalmed and placed in a
casket in the room in which Mr.
Randall died. It is said the man
presents a life-like appearance.
except that he is emaciated and
wasted to a remarkable degree.
The expression of regret at Mak,
Randall's' death Watt universal mei/
sincere. None paid him higher
tributes of admiration and respect
than his Democratic colleagues in
the House, who differed with him
vitally upon one of the most im-
portant measures in Congress.
At 10 o'clock Met night Mr. Wane-
maker Peel that the funeral had been
fixed for Thursday morning. The ar-
rangements will be in charge of a
congressional commitee to be ap-
pointed this morning. Mrs. Randall
prefers that the services shall be held
iu the church of which elr. Randall
wail a member, and not in the Howie
of Repreeentatives. Nine or 10
o'clock will be the hour fixed for the
services. After the ceremonies the
funeral party will take a epeeist
train over the Pennsylvania Railroad
to Philadelphia, where the interment
will take plac•e iu the Randall
femily vault in Laurel Hill Ceme-
tery. Brief services will be held
there.
A friend of Mr. Randall's said
yesterday evening that when hejoined the church two months ago,
Mr. Randall fully expected to re-
cover. Had he lived, from what he
had maid, he would unquestionably
have taken a decided stand in church
matters'. Hie e013Verti1019 was the
result of his having leisure time and
hail been as thoroughly studied by
him as an appropriation bill. There
was no sham about this as there was
no sham about Samuel Randall in
anythiug. He became thoroughly
convinced of his need of religion,
end after tltat his mind being at rest,
he became happier than he hati been
at any other time. .111 the family
noticed it.
•
Ladies Have Tried It.
A number of my lady eusterners
have tried "Mothers Friend," and
'would not be without for many times
its cost. They recommend it to all
who are to become mothers. R. A.
PAYNE, Druggist, Greenville Ala.
ea rite The Bradfield Rev. Co., Atlan-
ta, Ga., for further particulars. Sold
by all druggists.
AP-
How He neturned Der Robber.
One evening last week when the
etnet was flowing in mud a lads- in
leaving the car dropped one °neer
evershoes. The conductor rang the
bell for starting, then he stoopeti and
, -.didn't you
pie.kse.:iyuradt1;.c.,,oheersbalTevled.
lose your rubber('
The lady turned on the edge of the
sidewalk. to which she had picked her
muddy way. and seeing that she had
lord her Muse started toward the re-
treating csr to regain it. But the po-
lite conductor, to spare her the trouble
af reenesing the mud and himself the
trouble of summery, the car, threw the
overshoe to the la'dy. His aim was
good and the result was that she re-
ceived tlw muddv shoe directly in the
breast. The con.ductor grinned the
pleasant grin of one who is conscious
of not only having done his duty but
of haring done it nobly, the car rolled
its way and the lady was left in a
;tate ef mind which may be imagined.
- leision Courier.
"lesser Novelties.
Fester novelties were never more at-
tractive than 'tow. Ostrich egess are
mounted in silver, lined with silk or
painted, and in gold lacquer. There%
are many small porcelain eggs that
ratige frtuni five cents up to el. The
quaintest eggs are of silver bronze
chased with the figure in relief of the
Japanese "god of plenty and pottery,"
the two terms seeming to mean the
same. These eggs open with a hinge
and are dainty enough to be used as
jewel cases or bonbon holders for the
toilet table. There is the usual supply
If papier-mache chickens and hares
and bisque hares and chickens emerg-
ing fr011a eggs. There are also nets or
nests of ivory "eapier-maclie" eggs
painted witn flowers. The largest is
the Kin. of a goose's egg, inclosing in
succeesion six smaller eggs, the small-
est tile size of a wren's egg. -New York
Tribune.
English J ustice.
An English cartman. after a good
record o! fourteen years, has been sent
to prison for a month for stealing two
oranges, worth one penny, from some
goods he was carting for a large firm
of jam makers. The court solemnly
announced that time gravity of the of-
fense did not lie in the value of the
goods, but in the breach of trust to-
ward all employee-Philadelphia Led-
ger.
Syrup of Pigs.
Produced from the laxative aud
nutritious juice of California figs,.
combined with the nnedieinal virtues
of plants known to be most benefi-
cial to the human system, acts gent' ,
on the kidneyst, liver anti bowels,
effectually cleansing the system, eia-
pelting colds and headachee, anti
curing habituel constipation.
Define Ignorance.
It is to be hoped that the author (4
the Thorne Bill knews more Mena
that statute, the sal( of WhICh pee
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the ignonerit editor of otneof our ea
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A uoteaTcH has been sent out from
Washington containing a remarka-
ble story about the late Samuel J.
Randall and his course in the last
Presidential campaign. The story
represents Mr. Randall as sitting in a
committee room at the capitol on the
4th of March, 1tes9, talking about the
inauguration of Harrison, and lie is
quoted as saying: '' Five years ago
I told the friends of Mr. Cleveland
that we would put him under the
daisies at the !dose of his first admin-
istration. I renewed this prophecy
to his friends before they presented
his name to the St. Louis Conven-
tion in 1a88. I went to some of the
men who were engineering Mr. Cleve-
land and talked with them seriously.
I showed them if they attempted to
force Cleveland I would fight him in
my own way. I explained to them
how I would knife him, and they
must have known that it was no idle
boast. They laughed at me. I sharp-
ened au knives. I wonder if the
gentlemen who went out of town a
few hours ago with their idol recol-
lect my words." Mr. Randall indeed
and, of course, can not deny this
story, but those a ho knew him will
defend his memory from this foul
charge of treachery to his party. It
is such an improbable lie that very
few people will believe it. Mr. Ran-
dall could not have defeated Mr.
Cleveland had he attempted to do so,
and he was too loyal and true a Dem-
ocrat to have ever desired the defeat
'of his party's nominee.
THE local elections in Montana are
going Democratic, in spite of the
bare-faced assertion ef the Republi-
cans that Montana is a Republican
State. In Butte, Silver Bow county,
the Democrats elected their ticket
Monday, by a majority of 400. The
Republicans in the United States
Senate who have figured out to their
own satisfaction that Silver Bow is a
Republican eoucity, would do well
to read the significant election
returns. The results of these elec-
tions are indignant protests against
the infamous outrage by which the
people of Montana are soon to be
robbed of the right to chose their
United States Senators. These in-
dignant remonstrances will not pre-
vent the perpetration of the contem-
plated robbery bY the Republican
partisans in the United States Sen-
ate, for there is no sense of decency
or political honesty among them.
MAJ. E. B. STAHLMAN, of the
Louisville & Nashville railroad, has
put In much of his valuable time this
week at Frankfort trying to con-
vince the House Committee on
Railroads that the legislature should
refuse to give the people along the
Ohio river between Louisville and
I•ovington a charter for a competing
railway. Maj. Stahlman claims that
it is a Huntingdon trick to force a
sale to the L & N. railroad, but the
true reason for the astute gentle-
man's opposition is the fact that
a competing line between Louisville
and l'ovington would materially in-
terfere with the business of the
L.4 N. It is believed that &ma-
jority of the committee favor the bill
granting the charter. The fight is
not yet over.
CORPORAL TANNER is reported to
be very jubilant over the result of the
recent elections in Indiana. He claims
that the Democratic victories there
are the result of a square repudiation
of Ben Harrison by the Republicans
because of the President's bad treat-
ment of him. Tanner says that his
friends throughout the country are
watching patiently for every opportu-
nity to stab Harrison and his admin-
istration under the fifth rib because
of Ben's shameful treatment of the
best Pension Commissioner the coun-
try has ever had. Tanner says that
the Republiean party is going to
pieces under Harrison's leadership
and that it will require& big man who
is popular with the ex-soldiers, like
Gen. R. A. Alger, to secures Republi-
can victory in Rae.
BY stealing Mr. Wise's seat in
Congress and giving it to Mr.
Waddill the Republicans now have
all the working majority that they
need. They started in the session
with the House of Representatives
standing 169 Republicans to 161
Democrats, a Republican majority
of eight. This would have been too
small for passing thieving bills if
Speaker Reed bad not adopted his
autocratic plan of "seeing a
quorum." By stealing the seats of
Messrs. Jackson, Pendleton, Cate,
Compton and Wise the Republican
majority has been increased to seven-
teen, and will be eighteen when the
successor of the late Congressman
NVilbur, of New York, is elected.
IT is said that the Republicans of
the Senate have about made up their
minds to confirm the notorious Bill
Clayton as United States Attorney
for the Western district of Arkansas.
Edmunds and several other Republi-
can Senators have been hesitating for
some time because of the notoriety
Clayton received on account of his
rascally land-grabbing in Oklahoma,
but in is believed that they have now
concluded to let his nomination be
confirmed. The Democratic Senators,
of course, will vigorously oppose his
confirmation.
A NEW and peculiar disesae has
!elide its appearance in various por-
ions of Europe. It is called "la non-
a," sod a remarkable eharacteristic
of the malady is that it suddenly at-
tacks the victim and throws him in-
t.& profound slumber from which he
may or may not awake. One of the
chief horrors of the disease is the sim-
ulation of the death state, which may
easily be taken for death itself. In
that event the patient runs the risk
of being buried alive.
A MiseouRI Judge has instructed
his grand jury to find indictments
against persons who play progressive
euchre or hold church fairs, claiming
that each is gambling and a violation
of the law. He ought to have lived
in the days of the blue laws and
witch-burning.
THE Kentucky Legislature has
Lied up cu May 12th as the date for
site die adjournment.
THAT FEE.
Tits action of the awn of Claims
in voting a fee of $5000 to Messrs. Fe-
latia Stites & Vellum] for their servi-
ces in the O. V. case, was to say the
least of it, peculiar, and the methods
persued by which the result was at-
tained were not. creditable to the
managers of the scheme.
The Etts's position from the first
has been that Itristian county owed
these gentlemen nothing. That their
employment came not from the
county but from private individuals,
anti tbe I.. & N. R. R., of which they
were attorneys, and that it would be a
burning shame to saddle upon the
tax payers of this county a fee bill
contracted fair the purpose of defeat-
iug the will of &majority as expressed
at the ballot box.
The court met Saturday evening
for the purpose of considering this
matter. A proposition Was wade to
pay a fee of $10,000; this was voted
down, then the proposition, to pay
$8,000, $6,000, $5,000, $4,000, $2,000 and
$1,0 0 were successively killed. At
this juncture it was announced by Esq
‘Vartield that the attorneys refused
positively to accept less than $7,500
and in view of this he suggested that
the matter be postponed indefiditely,
which was done by a unanimous
vote. This being the only matter of
Importance up for discussion and it
being then late, a number of justices
living at a distance from the city,
and who were opposed to voting the
fee, left the court room for the pur-
pose of going home, among those so
leaving were: W. D. Ferguson, W.
T. Hite, Geo. N. Johnson, Sam Doss,
J. E. Stevenson, J. D. Collins, M. A.
Fritz and J. M. Lockhart.
When they had gone 'Esq. Barker
took the floor and moved that the
matter be again considered and that
Messrs. Feland, Stites & Friend be
allowed for their services in the case
the sum of $5,000, which motion on
account of the absence of the justices
opposing, who had left under the im-
pression produced by the adoption of
Esq. Wartield's motion that the ques-
tion had been indefinitely postponed
and would not come up again at that
term of the court. prevailed.
The NEW ERA does not propose to
indulge in any strictures upon the
gentlemen who have sought to fasten
upon the tax-payers of Christaiu
county a fee for services from which
they have not only derived no benefit
but have been positively injured by,
and for which the county is no more
liable than for the national debt of
Great Britian. But we will say that
the method pursued to complies the
end was not worthy of gentlemen
holding se high and so important a
position as members of the county
court.
When the motion to postpone in-
definitely was adopted the Justices
present had a right to consider the
motion ended for that sitting, such is
the invariable rule of parlimentary
law. It seems, however, that this
was purely and simply a device to
throw the opposition off its guard
and when a sufficient number had
gone away to make matters sure, the
question was called up and passed.
For unaccountable reasons those fa-
voring the allowance of the fee kept
their seats after the motion to post-
pone indefinitely was plumed. It might
have been a oincidence, it may have
bees the result of an understanding.
The NEW ERA does'nt know, and
does'nt say, but it is free to draw its
own conclusions and so is the public.
The vote by ayes and noes on the
question were as follows: Aye; T.
C. Tinsley, S. B. Younglove, J. R.
Fuller, J. B. White, D. J. Metcalf, J.
J.Cox, U. H. Myers, B. D. Lackey,
J. H. cavanaugh, B. M. Powers, 'I'.
M. Barker, L. O. Garrett, W. E.
Warfield and G. Armstrong-To-
tal, It.
No: C. T. Yancey, J. T. Johnson,
J. A. Boyd, J. M. Renshaw, J. R. Pe-
nick, J. W. McGaughey, M. B. King,
B. A. Seay, M. D. Davie, U. W. Win-
free, W. P. Winfree. Total 11.
THE MODERN PRACTOR1ANS.
Is it true that history repeats itself
and that each revolving cycle is but
a repetition of one that has gone be-
fore? That the vices and the virtues,
the elevation and degredation to
which mankind rise and fall are gov-
erned and controlled by certain well
defined laws, and that the same cause
will produce the same result upon all
clamps and conditions of mankind,
irrespective of the height of civiliza-
tion to which it may rise?
We are moved to these reflections
by the acts of the "Grand .trmy of
the Republic," that close political
corporation who, whatever may have
been their conduct in the past, what-
ever patriotism may inspired them
when they took up arms, have de-
generated into a mercenary horde,
intent only upon special privileges
and emoluments, and whose convic-
tions of right and wrong upon mat-
ters political, extend no farther than
the promulgation of measures which
will enable then' to live in ease and
affluence at the expense of the tax-
payers of the country.
Such were the Prtetorian hordes of
old time whose nominal object was the
safety of the Empire. They were re-
warded, honored and petted, they en-
joyed special privileges and lived at
their ease, and they grew insolent
and arrogant. From being the bul-
warks of the State they became its
menace; once its protector against
foreign foes they bscame an enemy
in the citadel far more to be dreaded.
Too strong to be openly destroyed,
they were courted aud favored. Their
voice was potent in the *election of a
ruler and they even put the Empire
up for sale to the highest bidder. And
there were men infamous enough and
rich enough to pay the price and don
the purchased purple.
The "Grand Army of the Republic"
has become such another Prtetorian
bawl. They are numerous, well or-
ganized and powerful, and their de-
mends, extravagant though they may
be, strike terror to the heart of the
irucling politician who dare:, not dis-
obey, and yet fears the consequences
of his acquiescence. Already they
have put the presidency up for sale,
and the price they demand in return
for their support is unlimited pen-
sions for every man who Was enlisted
in the Federal army, and for the
wives and children surviving.
Already have bids been put in by
reckless politicians who, in the lan-
guage of Junius, intent ouly upon
self aggrandizement, "are ready to
cry havoc and let slip the dogs of
war, ignorant of whither they are
going and careless of what may be
their prey,'" so long as their personal
ambition is sitbeerved awl gratified.
Alger's bid is in and Hovey's has
also been submitted for approval and
is approved. The United States
Treasury has become the oyster of
the "Grand Army of the Republic"
and with their votes they will open
it and plunge their hands to the
shoulders in its contents. The shal-
low partisan and the babbling dema-
gog have so long preached unlimited
pensions that the Grand Army has
grown to look upon the with-holding
of them as the denial of a right. In
this matter the Northern politician
has sowed the wind, and the whirl-
wind which he shall reap is now ripe
for the harvest. The demands of the
Prwtorians must be met. Throw
open the doors of the treasury to
their rapacious bands and
millions of tax-payers *111
rise in their wrath, refuge, and the
deluded Praetorians will damn you
forever. Truly gentlemen you are in
a deplorable position, your fraud and
duplicity has returned upon your
heads, you have transgressed all
rules of decency and honor, and
your way is hard, but you must stand
it to the bitter end.
ittioon, Island is greatly to be con-
gratulated that she has dually been
able to struggle out from under the
infamous gerrymander which has so
long prevented a true expression of
the political sentiments of the ma-
jority of her people. She has now
taken her place in the Democratic
column.
BEN BUTLER will soon issue his
book wherein he promises to divulge
some interesting and startling fact,.
The old rascal played a prominent
part in the stirring times during and
after the war, and is familiar with
the kerets and motives of many
prominent men who figured conspi-
cuously in the political arena, and
no doubt his book will be quite
interesting.
THE THEFT cossummulEn.
a Strict Party Vet, the Republi-
can Contestants From Mon•
tau are Seated.
WASH INCiTON, April I7.-The Senate
yesterday sunnuarily disposed of the
Chinese enumeration bill by laying it
on the table, and also of the Montana
election case by seating the Republi-
can claimants, Messrs. Sanders and
Powers.
The Montana election case was re-
sumed and Mr. Kenna recalled a re-
mark of Mr. Sherman when the ad-
mission of Mr. Mahone as a Senator
from Virginia was before the Senate
to the effeot,that "anything that will
boat down that party and build up
our own is justifiable in morals and
in law," and reminded Republican
Senators that when they raped Mon-
tana, the youngest maid in the sister-
hood of States, and before maturity,
they did it under the damning and
damnable pretext that "anything
that will beat down that party and
build up our own is justifiable in
morals and in law."
The resolutions declaring Sanders
and Powers "entitled, upon the mer-
its of the case," to seats in the Senate
from the State of Montana were
agreed to by a strict party vote-
years 32, nays 2n.
Messrs. Sanders and Powers were
Immediately escorted to the Clerk's
desk by Senators Hoar and Wash-
burn, the oath of office was adminis-
tered to them by the Vice-president,
and after a brief executive session the
Senate adjourned until to-day.
The Rev. E. It. Harrison Dies at
Franklin of Typhoid Pneumonia.
FRANKLIN, KY., April 14 -Rev.
E. It. Harrison, Presiding Elder of
the Bowling Green conference dis-
trict, died at his home in this place
yesterday morning, of typhoid pneu-
monia. His remains will interred
here to-day. Dr. Cottrell and other
distinguished divines throughout the
district will conduct the services.
The Rev. Harrison was greatly be-
loved for his many noble traits of
character, and will be sadly missed.
He leaves a wife and two children.
sinking Fork Items,
SINKING FORK, Kr., April 15.-
Miss Irene Hitter, of our vicinity,
was visiting the Misses Wood of the
Bellview community, last Sunday.
The merchants of our town are do-
ing a thriving business considering
the scarcity of money.
Mr. McCrae, our village black-
smith, is now leading a bachelors
life. This is a good chance to miss
girls.
Rev. J. W. Spurlin is visiting his
daughter in Trigg county.
Moore dr Kirby have rebuilt the
Owens mill, which was blown down
by the storms recently, and are now
prepared to do all kinds of sawing
and grinding
Mr. Giorge Dulguid finished plant-
ing corn lain Saturday. Mr. F. M.
Stevens has planted 25 acres.
Mr. Henry Tribble, one of our
moat promising young farmers, will
soon remove to Texas.
It I. useless for Mr. Bud Woosley
to go to the Hills in search of George
Duiguid of Sundays, he will be at
home. Mr. W. R. Wood, the prom-
ing speaker of Pisgah Union, is prim-
ing himself for a master speech at
the County Union.
(*LEM.
Lafayette Notes.
LAFAYETTE, KY., April 15.-Mr. C.
D. Hall and Mr. Rainy, of Nashville,
are among their friends here this
week.
Prof. Cherry, of Rumpus' Mills,
Tenn., was the guest of Rev. J. P.
Stubblefield the latter part of teat
week.
J. D. Blane, of Pee Dee, Ky., was
in our town Sunday.
W. I. Fraser, of Clarksville, Tenn.,
is among his friends here this week
in the interest of his warehouse.
J. S. Ragsdale was here Saturday
in the interest of tobacco and a busi-
ness house he will establish her
son. He says he will trade for any-
thing the people may have to sell,
front a farm to a pound of beeswax.
He says he will keep a first class
house through and through.
Quite a crowd of our neighbors
went on Saline last week a fishing.
They report a successful trip.
L. I'. Percell and F. I. Fraser tied
families were aiming to go on I.itt le
River to-day but on the account ef
rain they have postponed their fish-
lug trip for another day.
The fishing craze has taken the en-
tire town.
Mr. Len Howard, of clarksville,
was out to see his family Saturday
and Sunday.
Several of our citizens are talking
of building thenitielves storm houses.
R. C. Farnsworth, of Pee Dee, has
quit school and gone to East Tennes-
see.
E. F. Dawson, of Pee Dee, has
gone to work.
EROS.
Deafness Can't be Cured
By local applications, as they can
not reach the diseased portion of the
ear. fliere is only one way to cure
Deafness, and that is by constitu-
tional remedies. Deafness is caused
by an inflamed conditions of the mu-
cous lining of the Eustachian Tube.
When this tube gets Inflamed you
have a rumbling sound or imperfect
hearing, and when it is entirely clos-
ed Deafness is the result, and unless
the inflammation can be taken out
and this tube restored to its normal
condition, hearing will be destroyed
forever: nine cases out of ten are
caused by catarrh, which is nothing
but an inflamed condition of the mu-
cous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness %caused by
(atarrh) that we can not cure by tak-
lug Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for
circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & c0., Toledo, 0.jtarriold by Druggists, The.
In His Element.
At a meeting of the Clarksville
Park Association held Saturday Col.
A. U. Good lett tendered his resigna-
tion as secretary and Mr. R. B.
Withers late of this city was chosen
to the responsible position. What
Bob doesn't know about tine stock
would not make a phamphlet. The
Tobacco Leaf says:
Robt. B. Withers was unanimously
elected permanent secretary. Mr.
Withers will meet every require-
ment and make a most excellent
secretary. He is a thorough horse
man and has much experience in the
management of fairs.
AM.
The Spring Medicine.
The popularity which Hood's Star-
aaparilla has gained as a spring medi-
cine is wonderful. It postseases just
those elements of healthgiving, blood-
purifying and appetite-restoring
which everybody seems to need at
this season. Do not continue in 8
dull, tired, unsatisfactory condition
when you may be so much benefited
by. Hood's Sarsaparilla. It purifies
the blood and makes the weak strong.
1 FORCED TO A:•16N.
'the Metchaitts. and Trailet'• Pro-
duce Itchatge I Ned.
TR 1.I tItILITIES AND ASNUTS F.S•
I N VIED AT ABOUT $11uumOu.
bowie* That Aggregate H Alf a Million
llollare Within the Past
Sixty Dayst.
.:CKS11% tile Anal icon.;
The sensation on the streets Mon-
day was the assignment of the Mer-
chatits'& Traders' Produce Exeliange,
doing business at No. 305 North Col-
lege street. The bill of assignment
was filed with the register a little be-
fore noon.
The members of the firm are B.
Lanier, Hugh MeCrca, A. It. Duncan
and Isaac Reese, and W. L. Granbery
is named as the assignee.
The exchange or "bucket shop,"
was by odds the largest of its kind in
the South, and was one of the most
extensive in the country. It did a big
business at the central place of busi-
ness here aud besides had correspond-
ents at the following cities who take
trades for them: Rome, (la., 1 butts-
nooga, l/adsden, Ala , Melli pll is.
Clarksville, Tenn., Colum-
bus, Shelbyville; Birminghitin and
Huntsville, Ala.; Hopkinsville and
Bowling Green, Ky.; Gallatin, Milan,
Murfreesboro Iola Knoxville.
It has so far been impossible to get
a correct estimate of assets and lia-
bilities on account of the magnitude
of the business of the firm, but it is
estimated roughly that the liabilities
are about $100,000, and that the Assets
will nearly if not quite pay this in-
debtedness.
The exchange was trading yester-
day moruing till 9:30 o'clock, when
the failure Was announced and trans-
actions stopped. The announcement
was made that business had been con-
tinued because it was necessary to
keep the failure a secret for a few
hours, and all money was refunded te
those who had placed it.
All the members of the tirm signed
the bill of assignment except Mr. Mc-
Crea,who is in Australia traveling for
his health, but he is made a party to
the transaction. They waive all right
of individual exemption from liabili-
ty and place all their individual prop-
erty in the hands of the assignee to
be used as far as possible in liquidat-
ing the indebtedness.
Mr. Granbery, the assignee, said
yesterday afternoon that he would
proceed to settle the affairs of the
firm at once, but that lie would not be
able instate definitely what the assets
and liabilities were till the latter part
of the week. In the meantime he will
haves force of clerks amid account-
ants at work on the books.
A partial list of assets, as given in
the bill of assignment, anionts to ta5,-
310.47, consisting of notes and ac-
counts, a considerable part being de-
posits in bank. Most of it is good and
is owed by Nash‘ille The
bill also `mentions three valuable lots,
the property of Mr. B. Lanier, and a
half interest in the livery stable at
No. 421 North Cherry street, the prop-
erty of Mr. A. R. Duncan, as liable
for the firms debts.
Half a dozen creditors are men-
tioned in the bill as follows:
it F. ph I I it'llt t
E. E. Pierce ...........
- --McGee .
Jerry Murphy 4.
McGee hi Lawrence 
1:1;.1111::
7.11
A succession of misfortunes caused
the break, a potent factor being the
recent action of the Chicago Board of
Trade in regard to quotations. It is
estimated that during the past sixty
days the exchange has lost over half
a million dollars, but it was the ruling
of the Chicago Board of Trade that
proved the last feather.
Mr. Lanier said to an American re-
porter: "We lost $400,000 on Tennes-
see Coal, Iron and Railroad stock,
over $100,000 in cash and $30C,000 due
to depreciation in the stock. We
were carrying ourselves and for
friends 21,000 shares of Louisville A:
Nashville. This stock has depreciat-
ed about eight or nine cents, causing
tut to lose over $100,000. We could
have stood these losers and continued
business had it not been for the fact
that owing to the recent action of the
Chicago Board of Trade it has been
most difficult to get Chicago quota-
tions, and impossible to cover in Chi-
cago as has been our usual custom
So we have been forced to carry all
trades in grain and pork. In the
past few days wheat has jumped front
75 to 90, and pork from $3 to $.5 a bar-
rel, oats and corn from 2 to 3 cents
per bushel. These advances have
caused us to suspend, but we hope to
make a better showing than present
conditions would indicate."
He thought the exchange would be
able to pay out and resume business,
but he could not speak positively on
this point, as some of the assets were
in real estate and he could not tell
suolutate.could be realized from thisre
lie stated that the greater part of
the indebtednetos of the tirm was its
people in the Southern cities and
towns where it did business, and that
Nashville parties would lose but little
by the failure.
Mr. Grauberry said that the settle-
went would probably be made on Sat-
urday's closing figures, but that hi-
could Dot say authoritatively about
(hi- yet
Scratched 28 Years
Body covered with scale., Itching
terribte Suffering endle• No re-
lief. Doctors and m.dicines fail
ohrereesd5Ily cured by Cuticura at a cost
Cured by Cuticura
If I had known of the CUTIel'illA Haag-
in its twenty-eight years ago it would ilitVt.
Paced rn, ;29u.ito ,two hundred dolt rm and
an immentie amount of suffering. My dis-
ease psoriasis; cornmenettl on my head In u
not larger than it cent. It spread rapidly all
over my body and got under my mine I he
scales would drop oll; of me all the time, and
my Pllireriaa was endless and without relief
thonsand dollars await not tempt me to
have this dimes* over again. I am a g oor
but feet rich to be relieved ot what some oilhe
doctor+ .1d was leant/y.14mile rtngw, rol,pso-
heals, co.. 1 look ... nod ...Sarsaparilla.ov-
er one year militia half. hut no cure. I went
to tern or three doctors, and no core. I ran-
not praise the C UTli URA ItY.)1amo mitoo numb
They have mad my skin as clear and free
rum seat's ass babe's. All I used of then)
were three boxes of CCTIVC RA, and three hot.
ml's of CUTICURA 111:14oLV ENT, and t wot•akes
of CUTICURA Bowe If you had been here
and Said you won il have cured me for $)310
you would have haul the money. I looked
like the pit-mitre in your book of psoris•is
picture number t we, "How to Cure Skin
Diseases" , but now I am is clear as any per-
•.0111 e•er was Through force ,if habit I rub
toy hands ,iver lily arras and legs to cu-rat, h
once luau while, but to i, par' use.. I urn util
Weil. I sena, ehed t went y-eight years, iiiid It
b•tt k Ind of seeriad na:ure to me. I
thank you a thousand times.
DENNis DowNi NI:, 'Waterbury-. Vt.
Cuticura Resolvent
The New 'nisei and skin purifier and purest
and best of H u ..... r keinedles. IIII• malty,
CUTIt URA, the grea; Skin Cure, suit
K 
 Curitn-
A 141.A 1., an h.xquis te Skin beautifler, ex-
ternally, speedily, and permanently rum ev-
ery species of Itching. turning scaly, crusted,
pimply, scrofulous, /Dili hereditary disea es
and humors of the skin. scalp and hloisl, with
lois of hair. fr  pimples to 'genitals.
Sold everywhere Price, Curti u A, :ale.;
4O I-, lar,401,V [NT, II. Prepared by Ow
Pirrratt ANDCituali ALCoRPoRATIoN.
Boston
VIII„senil for "How to mutt- 55th !d'was'
ni pages, illustrations, and testi-
monials.
MPLES. black-heads, ehapped and iiilyskits prevented by CUTict' Mr.D1-
CAT Si! SOA l.
Free from Rheumatism
In one minute the Cuti-
cura Anti-Pain Plaster ro-
ll., Vs 1111.1111It•tir, ads! hip.
kidney, chest, and muscular
psalms and and weakness. 'the first and only
pain-10111'1g plaster.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Far Clerk of Court of Appeals.
We are authorised to announce
GEORGE H. MADDEN
aria eandldate for Clerk of the Court of Ap-
peals, subject to the action of the I iemoera tic
nominating primary or convention.
We are authorized to announct
MR. JAMES B. MARTIN,
of Barren county. as RePndidatse for the orrice
of Clerk of the Court of A ppeals of Kentucky,
subject to the action of Ills Detuocratie party
Deal D 4.1 ill I" ib• •• 11 '01
In Temit•••••••e•
CLAills,•VILLE, .1 Li -.I WirV
Chas. (4. Smith, a proutinent lawyer ; Noth
if this rity. :;11 fornterly u 1.111(tat
of Judge H. H. Luta( it, now on time
?supreme bench, died at his home this
Morning nt 2 o'clock of heart
disease. He was a member of the
Methodist church and a member in
high at Sliding of the Inights of
Pythias, with a liaise hi tiers the rt -
Mains will be buried to-morrow.
A Disastrous Fire.
Bowhusu GREEN, Ks'., April 15.-
This mortiing about 2 o'clock Evans
Bros.' saw mill anti grain elevator at
this plc-me, a its 114'1411/Yell by fire.
Two Louisville & Nashville box ears
burned and a piece of side track
was also destroyed. Owing to the
lateness of the hoar ll.e loss could
not be ascertained.
- 
re -
FA ILURE IN sTAVEs.
The W .31. is. C.munpany Makes an
Asesigt 'ett and the Individual
Member,. Follow Suit.
Lou tact Lt.E, Kr., A pril 15.--Four
assignments were made in the County
Court to-day all by one firm-the %.% '
If. Metz Company, doing business in
staves, lumber, etc , at Fourteenth
and Lexington streets. The W. H.
Melt Company's articles of ineorpo-
ration filed with the County Clerk
state the capital stoek to lie $159,000.
Robert Vetch is President, Henry
Viee-President, and W. H.
Metz, Secretary and Treasurer. This
conipany assigns to John Hyatt for
the beuefit of its creditors and each
of the individual members of the firm
also awilign to Mr. Hyatt. Johu Hy-
att is a dealer in staves, cooperage,
etc., and those makiug the assign-
ment state that it is for the benefit of
all creditors alike. The amouut 01
liabilities and assets could not be
ascertained to-day, as the company's
officers (amid uot figure it up. '1'hy
cause of the aseigument wam dullness
in trade au several had _debts.
Shooting at Fairview.
The usually quiet little village
of Fairview - was considerably
wrought up Tuesday over a shoot-
ing affray which took place on the
principal street about an mitten. The
principals to the affair were Ed
Brown, a young man whose character
is non above reproach, and Toni
clark who has the reputation- of
being a steady and industrious boy.
Brown met Cho k on the street and
applied very insulting language to
him. He reproached (*lark in strong
terms for the part lie had played in
his, Brown's, arrest about one nimith
ago. Clark resented the insult by a
heavy blow across Brown's face with
the stuff of an umbrella. Brown
then attempted to strike his antago-
nist With a heavy stifle but before he
eould hurl it Clark had drawn a
revolver and fired. The bullet
penetrated the fleshly portion of the
thigh i ti lieu-ti lig a very painful though
not a dangerous wound.
Clark promptly surrendered him-
self to the authorities. It is clearly
it case of self defense, and young
(lark will Le discharged.
.411.
Epoch.
The transition from long, lingering
anti painful sickness to robust health
marks an epoch in the life of the in-
dividual. Such a remarkable t vent
hi treasured in the memory and the
agency a-hereby the good health has
been attained is gratefully blessed.
Hence it is that so much is heard in
praise of Electric Bitters. So many
feel they owe their restoration to
health, to the use of the Great Altera-
tive and Tonic. If you are troubled
with any disease of Kitineya, Liver
or Stoma -la, of long or short standing
you will surely tind relief by use of
Electric Bitters. Sold at 50c. and $1
per bottle at II. I;. t,artier s Phar-
uuacy.
-
Ile Walla% It know.
A eitizen of Cottonwood, Idaho
l'erritory, writes to the Sect-it try of
the Hopkinsville Commereial Club
that lie has (seen a copy of the Com-
mercial Club hand-book, and became
so much interested that he wants a
copy of the city papers, and also the
names of some good farmers and
amok men of this eoutity who can
give him reliable inforniattion about
farming and stock raising. The Sec-
retary promptly complied a Rh the
Idaho fanner s request by mailing
him papers and a list of names. We
hope that the gentlemen, whose
names were furnished will as prompt-
ly and fully answer all inquiries that
he may- nriake. If proper efforts
were made I 'bristle!' county would
get a valuable immigration.
The Commercial Club is more than
willing to help in Olio important
work to the extent of its power, and
its Secretary is ready at all times to
disseminate information tending to
the development of the county and of
Hopkinsville.
AIVOLUTELI PURE.
ii tis Mr. Itaudall's Public Life
ate'.
'Ilse Mouse Cs anus lilt ii Appropria-
tions Adds( Its Tribute tout he Worth
of the Read Si arcsman.
WASH I NGT4 iN, A pril 16.-The
House 1 on limit lee Mt A ppropriations.
of which Mr. Randall was Chairtnan
far a number of years. met yeeterday
and adopted a memorial settiog forth
the great aerviees perfornted by Mr.
Randall am the head of the committee
and paying a tribute to his ability,
hotie-dy and worth as a statesman
and a gentleman.
During all the years which lie ser-
ved aa representative and as a mem-
ber of this eimenittee," the memorial
goes on to say, "never for one mo-
ment was there the slightest sus-
picion that he was in any way con-
neeted with any job. Absolutely
pure ill his persunal and pecuniary
relations, he could afford to do many
things and to subject hints( If to
opposition which otherwise would
have beep impossible. He and all
the weld knew that he was invulne-
rable to any persona! attack.
"Intensely partisan as lie seas in
:his nature, Ilia ectivictiotis and his
hopes, lie never permitted any (lifter-
dices of political opinions to invade
the pet-renal relations which lie bore
his colleagues on this committee,
nor to color his sellSe of justice to
t hoot; with whom lie served. Indeed,
his sense of duty to the country and
the government always controlled
him as Chairman of this committee.
He believed that it was to the inter-
est of the cononon people, without
any regard to party, that the expen-
ditures should be kept within the
necessities of the Government, and
that all reform was batted tioon a
strict economy.
"It is, therefore, but the severest
justice that we, who were his collea-
gues, and who are called upon to per-
torm the duties which were assigned
to him, should put on record our ad-
miration for the qualities which he
exhibited in this position, for the
conspicuous and Increased power
which be gave to thiscommittee, and
our personal affection for him. To
some who have been associated with
him around this table for years, his
death is a grevious sorrow; to all it
Is a personal loss, and yet there is in
this grief only pride that in a long,
laborious and illustrious public ser-
vice there is no weakness, not one
day for which any need apologize,
nor one act which requires explana-
tion. !Sinai a public life is full of in-
spiration to those who are called up-
en to discharge public duties, and is
an exemplar after which young men
may model themselves.
"It is, therefore, resolved that this
minute be entered upon the records
of this committee; tuat the Chair
1111111 be requested to transmit a copy
of it to the wife of our friend to
whom v e will express our sympathy
in that sorrow which no human af-
fection eau assuage."
The importance of purifying the blood can-
not be overestimated, for without pure
blood you cannot enjoy good health.
At this season nearly every one needs a
good medicine to purify, vitalize, and enrich
the blood, and Hood's Sarsaparilla is worthy
your confidence. It is peculiar in thi it
strengthens and builds up the system, creates
an appetite, and tones the digestion, while
It eradicates disease. Give it a trial.
IIooda Sarsaparilla Is sold by an druggists.
Prepared by C. L Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.
100 Doses One Dollar
Sensational Elopement.
Cis:cu.:NATI, April 17.-It has just
been made known to-day that on
Monday last at Davis, Ky., a sensa-
tional elopement took place. The
three weeks' young bride of Col. J.
W. Middleton eloped with the
aslonel's adopted son, Mathew Mid-
dleton, aged twenty, the pair taking
with them $7,000 in gold, which the
Colonel had drawn from bank last
week, and on which he had intended
making a wedding tour with his
young wife. The couple came to
Covington, Ky., and were married
I there, the wife thus adding bigamy
Ito her other onetime. The pair then
di sa pi pared .
CASTOR IA
••••s.' ".Ns.'N.Ns*
for Infants and Children.
"Cain ergotism well adapted to children that
I recommend it as superior to Any proscription
known to ['ie.. B. A. ARCII6a, M. D.,
Ill SO. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
caste's& enres Colic. Constipation.
Sour So 'mach, Diarrhoea. Eructation. 
uis Wonne, gives sleep, and promotes di-
WitEtt injurious medication.
TH1 CZNTLCH Coarocr, 7'7 Murray Street, N. Y
W. O. W It ii tit,. W. II VA CON, r. Jong N. Mt 1.1.5.
77%7 .S1.==r_.MI-1„ 8E CC.
Talcco WThfAsemn, Cullmis,sjon trchnts & Grajn &alert
:-.1.VENTII AND ii,x1 mw iAli ILIA:, KY.
1.1heril at vu lit mink) on consignments. All tobacco sent all covert...I by insurance.
13(9hLe 30x.riLrocortu.tri.?
THE PLACE FOR BARCAINS.
Never in the history of our tus'ness have we
been able to offer as large and at-
tractive stock of
Staple and Fancy Dry Goods,
As we can show our friends this Spring. We have left nothieg out iii
Cur Dress Ccods and Trimming Department,
But liavt• adiled thing ilitut is New iii 11111n» lt•ti Novelties in all the
newest ellitiles, i it fart the books do not contain all that
we :arc tilde to show this Sprint!. 1 i]
White Coods. Flouncing. Laces &Embroideries,
We defy ally Douse in (lie West to show a larger stock
and meet eur prices. In
Hosiery, Cloves and Handkerchiefs.
Wo have evelythine that is Hest', 11(4 (We Novelty has been left out.
Our Yankee Notion Department.
Is eomplete in every sense, even months of hard study could not have
suggested one thing more. Every Novelty in Ladies and tieutleruen's
Neckwear that all the books maintain can be found in our house both Impor-
ted and Domestic. Ottr
Carpet, Rug and Lace Curtain Room
Will lie one t.f t Imi Illost tiliravtive departments of our ettire this 
Spring.
Every new pattern and colorings will meet your eye as you approach
 the
room, Mattinu aid Bugs in • miles,. varieties. A full line of Emerson's
Shoes and ae best $2.00 Ladies Shoes in the world.
J 0 NT n.S & CO.
DEERING BINDER TWINE.
THE "FLOWER" BRANS.
"COLDEN ROD,"
"LILY," "BUTTERCUP," Etc.
made from the Best Manilla and S4al Fibres. Also Paten
Cetel,''sile SILVER Binder Twine.
The VI int from which Sisal Elbe', 18 Extracted In Yucatan
AVONG THE DEERING TWINES THERE IS A
VARiETY FOR EVERY TASTE AND EVERY POCKET.
Some brands cost more, others less, but all are good and reliable.
Made and tested under our own eye, they arc trio lont-est per Tait:rid. the strongest and
most perfectly nutde. Chit on the Deering- Awl-it mid get samples lust prices, also special
twine circulars, or send for circuital, and Laterite' address 1,,
WM. DEERING & CO.,
Chicago, Ill-
The only Binder Manufacturers in the
world who make their own twine.
Central.'.Tobacco.'.Warehouse,
Hopkinsville, Kentucky,
H. H. ABERNATHY. Proprietor.
Personal attention paid to sampling and selling tobacco
Union Tobacco Warehouse.
East Commerce Street, Near Passenger Depot, CLARKSVILLE, TENN.
MARX yore noosnEADS UNION TOBACCO WAREHOUSE:lin
DIRECTORS AND OFFICERS.
A. V. 000nrAnTre E. Neel!
W . 1-11O/ W 1, FH. V ler- Prilet
A. E. GANmitsia Secretary,
E. N. NoLais, Woodford, Ten
W. W. Or 01 Instead. Ky.,
C. D. Hebb, Douglas, Ky.
I. M. FORT
J. J BLAK ELY, ....
ROHT. Holmes, 
L. A. Joss, .
L. H. Willi's,
W. D. MERIWETHER,
C. P. WAari mar,
B.
:0: --
St. Lethlesem. Tenn.
 
 oimmteaa, Ky.
. Dresden, Term.
Executive Committee.
•dams Station. Tenn.(Stacey, Ky.
. . Lamaism, Ky.
Moltke. Tenn.
 
 Cobb, Ky.
Guthrie
' 
Ky.
Superintendent, Clarksville, Tenn.
Cash advanced on Tobacco in stoic. WU lading or in the hands of responsible farmers
All Tobacco insured while in store at the expense of owner except there Is to ad-
vanc, and then wahout written orders not to insure. C,Itim]e attention Min to sampling and
welling, and prompt remittance made.
AT THE PARK.
I desire to say to the farmers of this and adjoining counties, that the stal-
lions named below will make the season of 1590, at the Driviug Park, under
my supervision. An examination of these stallions will convince you that
it is to your interest to breed to the best stock.
Respectfully, P. H. McNANEY.
BONNIE HOBLETONIAN.
Daiwat iiirtiet-A deep chestnut, 16', hards.
fine style and speed and in every particular
the grandest stock horse ever in the eountry.
I- gnomes-By McCurdy's liambletonlan
5:8P,, by Harold hit Dam Belle, the Dam of
Nut wood 2:10 Wedgewood 2:19,,, Noontide
2:219 and many others in tee 2:30
Bonnie's 11am Kate Lee th rourlibred, by
Rochester, he by I nip. Bonnie rveotiand, 1st
Dam L.ady Lancaster, 2.1 Dam Kate by Lee
Paul.
TLAMS-Will make the searion of IMO at
twenty dollars the %raisin. If mare proves
ma mu foal or barren, ..... ney will be refunded
whe the ram Is del.:Trollied. or NW to Insure
a niare In foal. Note payable 1st of August
wIll tie acceptee lit lieu of c.sh, for sesuson•s
services.
GORDON, NO. 3127.
Brush r-rtoN -The slutit••st made. best
boned young stallon In Kentuek 3 Puy IS
hands. forded May 12th. Hal, bred by Capt. M.
N. Clay, Paris Ky.
PIEDIOREr-Mired by Onward. record
sire of Honed 2:17, Shuclelan t Onward 2:20',
aud 'Mothers In 2:30. tat divei Camiet, t oaus
of Cyclone 2:23',. sire of Dr Sparks 2 yr. old,
2:21',.) by Hamlet 100. sirs of 7 in 2:3o. 2,1 dam,
Favorite by .Abdullah 15. sire Of 4:olds/elm
Maid 2:14 and 5 others in 2:30. .tel dam by
Mambr1no t•hief 11.min- of IA••y Thorn 2:15'4
Anil 5 • there in 2:30, all, dant by Crowder,
.Ith dam by Grey Eagle 6th dam by Whip.
Service feel-1030 hy the season, with the
usual return privilege
HOPKIN3VIII.LE
MACHINE WORKS,
CORNER LIBERTY and EIGHTH STREETS.
-Repairing of-
Engines, Boilers, Threshers,
SAW MILLS AND MILLINC MACHINERY
 
A. SPECIALTY-
A full SupWy ot
BRASS Ad9 STEAM FITTINGS.
"Perfection" Elevator "urifyipg Pumps,
Cistern Tops. Tobacco Screws, Etc.
Charges Reasonable and work guaranteed.
A share of your patronage solicited.
Respectfully,
aana•HH.
John J. Metcalfe.
I'. T. It. Hairoot K. It. 11.. 4. rut,
 ^Vilna
J. T. EnwAarie. XY. I. FHASEIR
Hancock, Hallums & Co.,
GRACEY TOBACCO WAREHOUSL
ialiczville, Tenn_
Special Attention aid to Sampling and Selling Tobacco
LIBERAL ADVANCES MADE ON CONSIGNVENT.
T. R. HANCOCK. salesman, W. J. Ely, Book-Keeper.
'This space is Rent-reed for
Walter A. Wood
MACHINES,
W. B. Mason, Agt
Hopkinsville, Ky
...-
Watch Next Issue
Robt. Wooldridge,
LIVERY, FEED AND SALE STABLE,
NINTH. STREET NEAR DEPOT, HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
Sate horses and elegant turnouts,
solicited.
terAlso orders taken for coal.
Patronage of commercial travelt
Article tif InLorporation
OF . 7 ei)I'Tfil kr ENTI-c XV BUIL.D12'iV
AND LOAN A$M4u iATICIN. .
Tide hid. MuM„ Ibis .73, mod ..n.i elite n-d
i•tio by and between 1 . I 'au pls•il, /1. C.
Gant, E. It. Long, 1'. Datine._ C.
Forbes, W. V. Patton aud ffAllfur Rallmer-
mon.
WItnesseth: Ttit • !,. suit rarth, dl, here-
by associatellier.• t
as a body politic and corporate, nutter chapter
rs, 0! the General ntatsder of Kentucky...8nd
all the amendine nte thereto, under the
rate nazis- and et yie of 'glee 'Muth Ken=
Building and Is -1.11 Arenelatioe." skid coP-
piurati ii shall hate perpetual sucromim, and
the right amid 'artier to cont ract and be con-
tracted a iti hlu all respect.. as a netural per-
son can or may do; to late and be sued, &iced
and be IIIIpiewaea DI any court; buy, lease.
hold $41.1 convey any real and estate
for till, parpOileaot inaiong good a. dela due
the corporal on and alms. for.
The usual, of tho.seorp,
risme oh the corporationael•eb
formed, are as anove Waled. n mIi
piaci. tit bu mem shall lie nt u1ktnm.%I le,
t'hristion 1.ounty, in eutucky, and they may
establish novel or advisory huards elaewhere
In or out of Kentuer y to aid in I raneacting
It,.- bust nes. (if said corporation.
81. They may adopt and have us coinniou
meal al.d alter the game at memoir°
5d. The general nature of the business of
imaideorpo'intmonsball LW that which is usual
in building and Loall Associations. Includ-
ing the enabling ils members, by safe sod
profitabie Int est:Dente, to bail.' homes, Im-
prove KW/ accumulate pr-petty; ad wIth
that view Oils association may secumulate
funds by receiving installments on sti.ros of
stoek or otherw Ise and abate loans or ad • since
nents to its shareholders, on real estate we-
curlty and on its own stock.
4th. The (Atoml stock authorized to be le"
sued shall tie five minion dill ars 4,10000.100.11E,
to tee divided Into fifty thousand !WA.;
shares of one hundred dollars, Iasi MO ellei3
and to he paid in by monthly, querterly• or
eetii I-annual installments in omen manner as
snail be provided h the b1 -taw.. 'flue mock
shall n t tue ace. ramble &Wimple autos-et pr,
Med by toe liy-laws to mature the suck.
in the dearth of it shareholder sill sums crott•
ted ti hint on account of stock, may be re-
turned to Motor her legal repreeeutative, to-
gether with Interest at the rate of six per
'rot um per annum from time of ayment to
the date of death of the stock holder. Any
anteunt paid I n.by • shareholder on account
if stuck shall not be forfeited, but when share-
holders tailor refuse to pay their n.tal I nients
tor Watt y days the-ti. after deduct ing front
the amount paid In. such tint-si and asses.-
metes an may be due from such defaulter,
the belittler remaining to tis or her credit,
shalt go to purchases,mucti paid up stoc ] ,
as the OHIO will pay for, which stock shall be
deemed matured when the serial numbers
nes, to it shall have matured. Certifier es
of stock shall only be transferrable In person
or by attorney on the books of the corpora-
tion.
5th. The business of the corporation shall
be conducted by a President, N Ice-Preeklesst,
General Manager, secretary and Treasurer,
folds Simard of reven,7 ra,which Board
met Is• increased to ele‘eu II who shall be
....tis•k holder,. The I lic,,rporatws flaihO shall
constitute tne And Board of l'irawtora and
shall hold office until their emcee-soon. %hall
be duly elected and qualified. At the expira-
tion of the first Years' busineer. and annually
t herea 'ter, the Board of Directors shall, by
lot. di vide themselves Into two efaasea,
first claso to coosot of • majority, who shalt
continue In oflice.the serrate clays to consist of
the m Mori t y a how term °tether shall t herby
terminate. arid on the first 'Teesdry in April.
1491, and on the day annually thereaf-
ter, the stockh older, shall elect successions to
the cetera, w nose term 'hall base. xpi ed
sit above pmvkit-d. The Directors shall elect
annually from among themselves • Presi-
dent. Yice-Pre tarot and General Manager,
bet tee eeeretiry and Treasurer may be
elected (roll] among the- otockboident. and the
”ttire of Secretary and Treasurer may he held
by the 1•441134! pe 04121. Bond, with good and
approved security. shall 'be required of all
officers and agents of the corporation who
Imo- have the custody of Refunds, and for the
I •Ithful performance of the °Metal dudes of
each.
The Board of Directors 'ball all all ygege.
rift, in oalee and eppoInt such other agents,
trustees or servants As they o ay deem ne-
i-emiary for the transac ion of the business of
the corporation, a il prescribe their Males.
fix their compensation and provide for its
payment. The annual etc-ed.-in of officers
sits I be he'd at such time and place, and in
such manner as Isbell he provided by th4 by-
laws, a -41 at al such elections each share of
stock shall be entitled to MU vote, and stock-
holders may vote by written proxy.
11th. Said corporation shall continence bu-
siness on and after April Ist. 140. and termi-
nate twenty-five 215 years tiler after, unless
sooner dissolved by the consent of a majority
of the stoekliOlders, to he ascertained at any
annual elect toe of officers.
7th. The hi hest amount of indebted/inn
to which the corporation shall at any time
subject ilself,shall not exceed fifty Id) per
cent. of Its pald up capital stock.
oh. The pr.vate moperty of the stockhold-
eni shall be exernnt trom corporate debts and
litsblllt I.-..
11th. S. id corporation, by consent of a tna-jority or Its Directors, shall have power to
pass •Il nece,stary by-laws, rules and regula-
tions for the pronecution of its business, and
alining, not in cs.infliet WI it he constitution
mai by-laws of the UnIted States and of the
State of is ent ucky.
Witness our signatures this March r, bOO
E. P. CAMMHZLI,
C. (Loots.
E. R. lsmo,
F. W. Dame EV,
M. C Peanut.
V.'. F. Piero's.
J }Am is McPneasoN
the
[Allis Wallgco,
Real Estate,
Collecting and
Insurance Agents
ZnICIS SeelsTae.ie
A tract of land *Ousted at Crdfton,
Ky., containing 120 acres, 10 acrets in-
side of corporate limits of Crofton,
MI acres cleared and tinder a good
fence, and 40 acre* in good timber.
Good dwelliug and all necessary out.-
buildings Mid large sbedded barn
suitable for tobacco dr stock. A well
of lasting water convenient to house
and baru. Wili sell at a bargain.
A first-class business house for sale
on reasonable terms, situated on S.
E. ('or. of 9th and Clay Sta., Hop-
kinsville, Ky.
A farm of 125 acres, situated N
mile* south from Hopkinsville,
on Cox Mill road. Improvements,
good. 115 acres cleared and 10 acres
in timber
For sale, lots in, Stites' addition to
Hopkinsville, Ky. These iota are
well located and are situated west
and east of R. H. :rack.
McPherson loss situated on south
side of 15th St., tiookinsvill• Hy.
11 desirable lows (or %ale. Situated
on east side of Clartsvilles St., in s
Hopkinsville, Ky.. tianging to the
Wallace heirs, and be.ng a part of
Sharp addition to the city of Hop-
A farm of 105 acres 3 miles east of
Crofton, all limestone land, well Im-
proved, sell at a bargain.
400 acres of laud S n-lies south of
Hopkinsville, Ky., fo • sale. Im-
provement good amid laud first-class.
Terms. reasonabh
dwellings on Elea Street for sale.
41 11 4464
ISIVW11
" East of Clarksville St., for
ale,
dwelling west side of Virgt!nia St.
" east " "
Building lots welt located in any
part of the city.
3 dwellings on Elm 1St. at a bargain.
1 dwelling oa East LtnertY Street.
I ti welling on East sine of Virginia 81.
1 dwelling near Clazksville St.
1 dwelling on West Wide of S. Vir.
1 residence on N. Bryan St., Ho.
kinsville. Ky.. 6 rooms anti all n • s -
wiry out-buildings. Terms easy.
I residence on West side of No.
Main St., Hopkinsville. Ky., 6 roo
and all necessary out-buildi
Will sell at a bargain.
FOR RENT.
I dwelling on Campbell St.
I it 
" 10th and Clarksville 7.
it 
" South side 9th St.
1 tt 
" Elm Kt.
5 room house rya side Jessup Av-
enue. Pries. $11.50 per month.
Meet's place situated on east side
North Main St. Large lot with sta-
ble.
Poindexter place situated on west
side of South Main St. Large house,
servants rooms and stable.
5 room house. Tenth and Clarks-
ville 'street. Price $12 per month.
FOR RENT-A neat house and lot
on corner of Liberty and 10th Sta.
ft/
1
AP
INSURANCE.
We write all glasses of fire
and tornado insurance and
I prompt settlements in case
of loss. Real estate bought
and sold one commission.
Loans negotiated, houses
rented and rents collected;
property listed with us for
sale advertised free of charge
to owner.
Callis & Walace,
VIrOtlice in remits lately occu-
picti by post-office.'
Hopkinsville.
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T E NEW ERA.' Vzncit gormthige• Dr. E. F. Beckley has removed!kis office to John Ellis' stable on
Fresh and I:malted Folh.
The Russellville eorreepondent of
tl Lo 'II tl
PRETTIIRED T,00 + s
1.••••••••••••••*0 
••••••••••••••••••••...••••••••••••,................ ww
-PUBListIED , Landreth 's Fresh Garden seed at au artieg grV0 and eerioutt A n ice line of Drew
", Ere prinims and pewisivig co. Houser ,1iBallard'e Will Terrell, eol , wus to 
le makin a 
risthe charges, egainst t'. G. Chtian,
itdey 1,23, is a,4kiii at his desk after ' work li,use yesterday for thirty dept. county clerk of Todd county. The Goode, D re ti
A YEAR.
a severe attack of isicknees.
The eharge Was breaelt of peuce.
Todd County Progress of tiw 10th.
•
in referring to the artiele mays: "It Mir ge. 
fl)tiOflE t c.,
_
s at „De Podstottice i Hapkinsione as wail paper latest designs, t 
There is danger in impure blood. is putting the situation mildly when can be found at Mrs. P.
▪ Cities matter. 
a- There k safety in taking H 1'uncalled f, q Do, We Say tat 1 was or, fresh
 Hopper Bros. • and indiscreet, and though its author
made a special trip over here yes-
terday to confer with Mr. Christian
and try and adjust matters satisfac-
torily the stain rimming. The cor-
respondent now wishes Us to say to
the public that his article was based
upon what he believed to be authority
at the time, but now feels satisfied,
from investigation, that whatever in
debtedneee is against Mr. Christian
that he is amply able to liquidate,
And taeit,y admits that had he known
then what he does now no publica-
tion would have been made. The
Times, in which paper the article ap-
peared. has tendered Mr. Christian
its columns for a correction, but
whether or not legal action will he
taken will depend upon develop-
ments and advice." the Progress
further says that Todd county is
amply able to take care of its own
affairs and adds that "she does, not
appreciate the assistance rendered by
the young nian Whose hull wick
eressee the Todd county line several
miles freet this city."
_
squettsi Fever.
Friday, April 18, 1890.
(lab Rates.
Go to Thompson & Meador for wall
paper, and house furnishing goods.
This rain has interfered with seve-
we w ill furhisil the weekly NEw I rat proposed fishing excursions.
aNRA and any of the publicatioinA, Mr. Bbales' brick business house
named beiow at prices iudicateit on Main street is nearing completion.
•0'
5 in There are several weddings on the
1.75 ' 
..j.a bill for this week. You will know
ISo 
all in due time.
ve
ii szeoe ...
Daily Louis% tile Post.
Glob • I *nee. 51.,
Chicago N -sirs
Mt lasuis Republic
Courier-Jonrnal
Cincinnati Enquirer
Century Magazine
• Nicholas..
Farmer s Home Joernal
scribner's Magazits.
Melt Buyer ,
Harper'. Magazine
Berner's testy.
Harper's Bazar..
Barter's Young Peop'e
.. tee
4.51
3 ND
2.1"
3 50
1.211
4.10
4:0
4,11.
atIO
!Voile M401 gitiClgtU.
Miss Lucy Garnett, of Pembroke,
is visiting relations in the city.
Miss Florence Blythe, of 'Lafayette,
Ky., is visiting Mrs. J. H. Durand°.
Mrs. Jessup and daughter, Nike
Sallie, of h'airview, visited relative.
In the city Wednesday.
Mr. Jo Williams, one of the New
Este's staunchest Pembroke friends,
was in the city Wednesday.
Miss Georgia Sillistiison, of
Salem, Ill., is theguest of her unele,
W. T. Williamson, on Jesup Avenue.
Mrs. Mat Mayor is visiting rela-
tives In Paducah.
J. 1. Bragg, a prominent merehant
of Pembroke, was in town Monday.
Hon. E. 0. Sebree, of Hender.on,
upset Monday in th4 city.
Mr. C. M. Lowe, a popular young
man, from tlarkeville, is in the city
to-day on business.
Jim Hillman pas eed through the
dity Sunday eurotoe to his mother's
bonne, in Trigg county.
wourit kNowiNG.
litGHE.s' TONIC.-The old time, re-
1 able remedy for Fever and Ague.
Reputation earned by Thirty years
success. You can depend upon it.
TRY IT. DRCOGISTS HAVE IT.
M..ney and Morals.
Mr. Wattersou should feel highly
flattered at the audience which as-
sembled at the Opera House to hear
his new lecture "Money and Morals."
Tee audience represented the culture
and beauty of Hopkineville, and it is
safe to say that the dietieguished
Kentuckian, lid whom ae are all well
pleased, has not yet addressed all au-
dience more capable of appreciating
the literary excellence it this dis-
eeuree, aud the graceful, polished
manner of its delivery.
The speaker was introduced by Mr.
G. M. Bell, in a few well chosen
words.
If any expected from _Mr. Wetter-
son a pyrotechnical display of oratory
or a bitter denunciation of those with-
out the pale of his own convictions,
they were disappointed. His lecture
while dealing with the gravest politi-
cal questions of the (lay, dealt with
them in the abstract and not from a
partisan standpoint, in fact it Was
more of a philosophical disquisition
upon the tendency of modern politics,
irrespective of party.
The discourse, while profound and
logical, going as it was to the very
root of the modern social fabric, was
yet clear and luminous, the language
chaste and classic. Mr. Wa:tereon
speaks as he writes, the"einewy
Saxon," terse, forcible, epigram-
matic-.
From 3 lite ary point of View, Mr.
Wattersou's new lecture is a triumph
of which he should feel proud.
-0.-
Doeseet Want Editors.
An Exchange says that an editor
once applied to the door of Hades for
admission. "Well." replied his sable
majesty, "we let one of your profess-
ion in here many years ago, and he
kept up a continual row with hie for-
mer delinquent subscribers, and as
we have more of that class of persons
than any other, we have passed a law
prohibiting the admission of editors."
COUNTY FINANCES.
Sonic Facts and Figures not Relished
by the Tax-Payer.
The Court of Claims finds itself
confronted by a rather knotty and
difficult question in fixing the county
levy. The law fixes the limit at 7 per
cent on the hundred dollars of taxable
property and if the amount realized
is not sufficient to meet the expenses
a special act is required authorizing
the coiluty court to increase the levy.
The amount of appropriations made,
including the salarys to be • paid the
county officials, will amount to 413.-
160. The amount of the county's rev-
enue from tax of 7 per cent. on $6,-
800,000 will be about $4,760; on 6,000
polls at $2.00, less about 2,000 delin-
quents, $8,000, making the tokal reve-
nue only 412,760. This leaves an ac-
Sus; deficit of $400 which, added to the
amount yet to be appropriated for
bridges public roads eto., will swell
the deficit to $3,900.
The court has not yet acted upon
the matter and will probably not do
ro at this tetra.
Major Breathitt charged the county
OM for signing his name to the 0. V.
bonds. Thirty cents for each signa-
ture. Whew! Judge W. P. Winfree
stuck his name to the same number
of bonds. He charged the county
nothing, Comment la not neeessary.
The 0. V. Bonds, crisp, beautiful,
bright, worthless, were brought into
the county court Saturday, can-
celed and destrcyed. Alas!
To the People.
In obedience to calls from different
parts of the county from Democrats
and from Republicans, I announce
myself a candidate to represent
Christian county in the Constitu-
tional Conventiou; and if elected,
will, to the best of my ability, pro.
tact the rights and the interests of
the whole people.
apr. 1-ki&wIt. W. E. WAR FIELD.
••••
The Pulpit and the Stage.
Rev. F. M. Shrout, Praetor United
Brethren Church, Blue Mound, Kan.,
says: "I feel it my duty to tell what
wonders Dr. King's New Discovery
has done for me. My Lungs were
badly diseased, and my parishioners
thought I could live only a few
weeks. I took five bottles of Dr.
King's New Discovery and am sound
and well, gaining :.SS 'be. in weight."
Arthur Love, Manager Love's Fun-
ny Folks Combination, writem: ' Af-
ter a thorough and convincing evi-
dence, I am confident k4- King's
New Discovery for Consumption,
beats 'em all, and cures when every-
thing else fails. The greatest kind-
ness I can do my many thousand
friends to urge them to try it. Free
trial bottles at H. B. flarner'i Phar-
macy. Regular sizes 50c. and 41.00.
Committee Meeting.
The Democratic Committee of
Christian county is hereby called to
meet in the office of the Chairman at
1:30 p. m., Monday May b. A full
attendance is desi red.
J. L. Dt'LiN, Ch'm.
CHAS. M. MEACHAM, &ley.
The Pomona Grange of Christian
county will meet with the Trenton
Orange on Thursday April 24.
The stone foundation for the Boales
building, on Main street is in place
and the brick work will begin at
once.
The Cadiz Telephone says that the
very finest cement in 'the State of
Kentucky is to be found in the vicin-
ity of Wallonia.
Mrs. M. D. Sy'pert will at an early
date dispoee of her farming outfit in-
cluding growing corps etc., and re-
move to this city.
Tobacco Leaf: G. A. Roth, of Hop-
kineville, was in the city Sundey.
Ile expects to return to Clarksville to
live in a short whilt-iu a week or
two perhaps,
The entertainment which was to
have been given by the congregation
of the Lafayette Baptist Church on
the evening of the 17th lust., has
been posdponefi two week
The dynamo and engine for
generating electric light at the Asy-
lum have arrived and been placed in
position. The machinery will be
ready for operation in a few days.
Esquire W. E. Wartield has ten-
dered his resignation de a commis-
sioner of the county work house and
Judge W. P. Winfree has been ap-
poinfed to the vacancy.
The work of recoustruction on
Ninth street is going bravely on, and
the business houses destroyed by the
fire of March 17th, will be reptaced
by better and more substantial
structures before the month is gone.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Metz celebra-
ted the eighth anniversary of their
wedding yesterday at their residence
on Campbell Street. Mrs. H. Metz,
Mrs. W. H. Metz and Mrs. 0. J.
Timothy came over front Nashville
to be present on the occasion.
The Trenton correspondent of the
Elkton Progress ;says: Mr. Henry
Abernathy, of Hopkinsville, was in
town Monday. Mr. Abernathy takes
the character of "Sind" in "Among
the Breakers," which our dramatic
club will present at the city hall on
the 24th of Ali-HI.
The initial number of the Semi-
Weekly Russellville Herald is on our
mired, bright smiling anti full of news.
If its enterprising publishers can keep
it up to the standard the Blair bill
will not be needed in Logan.
Clarksville Progress: The Grange
warehouse is a mammoth institution.
Just now in these times of light ship-
ments there are near 8,000 hogsheads
of tobacco in that building and Messrs.
Herndon & Major, those tip-top to-
bacco men, continue to receive.
Mr. W. T. Vaughan was elected
Superintendent of the work house by
the County Conn Safurday over Mr.
F. W. Biggerataff thei present incum-
bent. Mr. Vaughan will make an ef-
ficient officer and his selection was a
very wise one.
The remains of Eugineer Peter
Burns, who was killed near Sebree,
on the Henderson division of the
Louisville & Nashville Railroad, dur-
ing the late tornado, were removed
from the vault at Mt. Calvary yes-
terday and taken to Louisville for
interment.
Elsewhere appears a card from
Esq. W. E. Warfield acknowledging
in grateful terms the several very
flattering calls that have been made
upon him to become a candidate for
the position of delegate to the Consti-
tutional Convention, and announcing
himself as such.
Dr. R. E. Christian, whose drug
store, stock and fixtures were die-
troyed by the late fire, nettled this
morning with his insurance compa-
nies. He was allowed $1,2E10 on his
fixtures and $2,100 on his stock,
making a total of $3,300.
At the late meeting of the Louis-
ville Presbytery at Cloverport, Judge
J. I. Landes who went as a delegate
from the First Presbyterian church
of this city was chosen to the distin-
guished honor of Delegate to the
General Assemply which convenes at
Saratoga on May 15.
Mr. Henry L. Smith died Sun-
day afternoon at the home of his
brother-in-law, Mr. George Weller,
on West Sevedth street. Mr. Smith
has been very ill of pneumonia during
the past week, and his death was evi-
dent several days ago when he began
to sink rapidly. He has many friends
in the city and country who will learn
with deep sorrow of his untimely end.
The funeral will occur this afternoon
at the lute residence. Interment at
city cemetery.
The race meeting that commences
at West Side Park, Nashville, Tenn.,
April 26 and continues until May 3,
promisee to be one of the greatest
affairs of its kind that has ever occur-
red in the Southern country. Some
of the most celebrated 'horses in
America will be present, among
them El Rio Rey, Don Jose, Jo
Courtney, Spokane and Proctor
Knott, and these animals alone
should attract an immense gathering.
In connection with the race meet-
ing a great feature is the sale of the
entire Belle Meade Stud, April 24 and
25, and that of Gillock, Lyle & Par-
mer, April ..);.
The NEW ERA did Major Breathitt
an injustice in the issue of Saturday,
and makes this correction volun-
tarily. The paragraph referring to
"his having charged the tountY $120
for fixing his official signature to the
wurthiess bonds, was based upon the
Idea that the law did not apply to
documents of this kind when they
had been decided invalid. The New
ERA would not purposely a rong any
one, and is always ready to make
reparation when its information
has led it into error. It is due
Major Breathitt to say the coOrt re-
cognizing the justness of his claim
allowed it without solicitation on his
part.
The friends of Hon. J. W. Mc-
Pherson who urged his election as
Judge of the Common Pleas Court
and promised that he would
discharge the duties of the office
with ability and faithfulness are
more than gratified at the splendid
record he has made and the manner
in which he was verified their
pledges. Judge McPherson has filled
the office of Common Nem Judge for
two years; in that time many compli-
cated and intricate questions have
been passed upon by him, a number of
appeals taken, but only in one case
has his judgment been reversed.
This is a tine showing, and one which
few judges make who preside over a
court where so many eases are tried
as in Judge McPherson's.
S irsaparilla, the great blood purifier.
110 doses one dollar.
Mrs. Ida H. Wood died of con-
sumption in Natinville Saturday
April 12, and VOW buried in Columbia,
Tenn., Sunday by the side of her
former husband, Rev. M. A. 'Maxey.
H. 'T. Wood, druggist at Forest
City, Ark., says: '"oweu'er Pink
Mixture' saved my baby's life while
suffering f  diarrheea and summer
complaint.
Mrs. Fannie L . Roach noel some of
Evansville, Ind., are visiting Mrs.
Msry 11. Campbell. The many warm
friends of Mrs. Roach welcome her to
her old home.
F. F. Wilis, a promiuent bookdeal-
er, of Memphis, Tenn., says: "I
tried ` Owen's Pink Mixture' to cure
my chiek of summer complaint when
all other remedies, had failed. It
made a cure." For sale by all drug-
At a late Ineir Wednesday afternoon
the wheels of the 'electric light plant
at the asylum, were set in
for the Iiret time and immediately
the vast beildieg flour basement to
dome was brilliancy lighted. The
I test was entirely sal istrietory, and
the offieers of the inetionion mire
highly elated
Rev. Chariot Harris Nash, present
pastor at Bardstown, received a unan-
imous call Wednesday evening to
become tile pastor of the Baptist
church in this city. Mr. Nash is a
native Virginian and has been
preaching ten years, is a full gradu-
ate of the Baptist Theological Semi-
nary and has a reputation for ability
and pulpit power. It is not known
,•'a hen lie will enter upon his work,
although his acceptance is quite as-
sured.
Yesterday was the day for Mrs. M.
E. Rodgers' display of spring goods,
ind notwithstanding the inclement
"weather, quite a large crowd of ladies
attended, and 'all attest the fact that
her present soviets the most elegant
tohe has ever offered to the public.
While she will not keep her stock on
‘xhibition, she will take pleasure in
showing them to ladies who failed to
attend on the opening day. Her fa-
cilities for trimming hats and bonnets
in the latest fashion, cannot be sur-
passed, and she will appreciate a call
from the ladies. -
Mr. Walter Campbell, who left
this city three weeks since on a pros-
pecting tour, has located perma-
nently in Fort Worth, having ac-
cepted a position in a large shoe
store. Mr. Campbell has sent in his
resignation as clerk for the Bank of
Hopkineville, and has been suc-
ceeded by Mr. Robt. Howell, who
will till his place acceptably. The
many warm friends of Mr. Campbell
will regret to lose him from the circle
where he was a favorite, but all will
rejoice at his success in his new
home.
Don't let worms eat the very life out of
s, our littb•children. Restore t hetn to health
by giving Dr. Bull's Worm I iestroyend.
A Kentucky Journalist.
The many friends of Mr. Homer
Prince, late of this city will read with
much interest the following from the
Little Rock Democrat:
Homer Prince formerly editor of
the Daily NEW ERA, of Hopkins-
ville, Ky., who has been prospecting
in this State with a view to investing
iu a newspaper enterprise, has
secured the Arkaneas Economist,
published at Searcy. The Economist
is an influential paper, and one of
the best pieces of preperty ii North-
ern Arkansas. Mr. Prince is a
young man, and brings the best
possible recommendations from the
Kentucky Press. The people of
Searcy are to be congratulated on his
location in that town:. Mr. l'rince is
a first class newspaper man and
understands the business from the
stick to the tripod. The NEW ERA
extends its best wishes to him in his
new field.
When Baby was lick, we gave bar Cwor4611.•
When she was • Child, she cried for Castorta.
When she became Miss, she clung to Cantons.
When she had Children, she gave them oasts:irks
A sUCCE4S.
Miss Attlee Hayes' Grand, Exhibit'
of spring and Summer Millinery.
Art is trespassing upon the works
of nature in this age, and baeked by
science is eclipsing her in wonders.
The flowers fashioned and wrought
by human hands want only fragrance
to make then& perfect. The delicate
tints are blended ih perfect harmony;
the blush on the cheek of the artifi-
cial rose, the spotless purity of the
artificial lily would be mistaken by
the closest observer for nature's
handiwork were it not for
the absence of that "subtle
suggestion" which the chemist can
never approach.
These thoughts occurred to a Ns:w
Este reporter this morning while
viewing the display of artificial flow-
ery which adorn the windows and
shelves of Mies Alice Hayes' milli-
nery parlors on Ninth street. Every
woman has a keen appreciation of
the beautiful. A cyclone couldn't
keep them at home wham there's to
be a Spring Opening of millinery.
Of course the slight rain of this morn-
ing did not interfere with the success
of Miss Hayes' opening. It has been
like a grand levee in her establish-
ment since the doors were thrown open
this morning. Their admiration
was unrestrained. The variety in
the display and the artistic skill
exhibited in the decorations of the
windows and the interior of the
Parlors completely captured all.
Miss Hayes certainly evinces a
thorough familiarity with her art
both in the selection of her goods and
the manner of displaying them to
advantage. Spechnene of her work
were on eshibition and these indicate
the exquisite taste and wonderful
skill. Miss Hayes' spring opening
exceeded her most sanguine expec-
tatione. In order to afford everyone
an opportunity to witnessing the
display she will allow the goods to
remain on exhibition two days,
longer.
How to Grow Beautiful.
She knew It was neceapary to become
beantiful in order to be considered attrac-
tive, and so she made the art of beautifying
a study. She felt it wiser to be plump and
hearty than to be thin and delicate. To this
end one knew good health was essential.
She had suffered from backache, shleachea
und bearing down pains, and was restless
until ahe found the mecicine she needed. It
improved her appetite and digestion. Her
habits became regular. Her flesh Increased
and became more firm and solid. Her com-
plexion became clear and beautiful and free
from pimples. Her lip* grew red and her
cheeks grew Imo. She .11.1 not know an
ache or pain. Exercise gave her pleasure
and IMO became the life of her companions.
She could ride a tricycle for many tulles and
never !seemed to grow weary. Her laughter
was catching and all the young men loved
her. She is now a happy wife and mother.
Who was she? What was her name! Well
no matter, let us knOW the medielne she
used. With pleasure.. with pleasure, sweet
girls. She used Dr. John Bull's Sarsaparilla.
If any there be eimong you who are nicely,
go qu.ckly and do likewise -Mansfield In-
dependent.
The spotted fever which lueike out
reeently in Union county seems to
lw itereading end earrying 'err\
wherever it apeetirs. A refugee in
eonversation with n Bowline: Orecti
*nines reporter, gives the following
account of terrible scourge.
'I ell you it takes 3 !IWO tilltiOst
wit hOlit ally regard for hie tife to re-
main in and around the t
of Henshaw, where tile fever niude
its appearance. Slue« the thersi-e
broke out there over 20 children have
been attacked With it, and every one
of them has died. t have sent my
family to a safe retreat, anti while
the disease, ten far, has attacked no-
body but children, do not intend to
put myselt in its way. It comes on
with an Intense pain at the base of
the brain and this followed by high
fever which burns the victim like
tire. In a short the tongue becomes
dry and swells to enormous propo-
tions causing unconsciousness and in
a little while death itself. And it is
death in its most horrible form, for
after a little sufferer is relieved
by the flight of the vital spark, its
body becomes covered with ugly yel-
low splotches, the limbs swell al-
most to bursting and the whole body
turns black as tar anti becomes a
Mass of putrid flesh.
-in
I have 
beene:e
a soli' weakness for
d many 
from , ed 
eight years an tried lee that
-ees--na re
did me no good. My father got me to try
Sarsaparilla and before I had taken a
half bottle I felt a great deal better. I now
eojoy a regularity of habit that has no
y yeare.-Sa rah E.been the ruse for  
Keller, Ottawa, Kees.
TOBACCO Salem
HOPE I NSV I LI.E.
Sales by Nelson & Dabuey for the
week ending April 16th, 1890 of 20
Hogsheads new tobacco as follows:
5 hlide. lugs, $1 90 200 2 50 2 75 2 75
15 hinds. leaf, 450 350 4 00 5 00 5 15
5 50 6 00 6 00 6 50 6 75 7 00 7 50 7 75 8,00
8 10.
Market firm on good tobaccos.
Sales by Nat Gaither Co ,- for the
week ending April 16th, 1890 of 33
Hogsheads as follows:
6 Idyls. medium to good leaLts 60
74k) 7 25 7 00 6 10 6 10.
14 hhcle. common to medium leaf,
5 80 5 75,'i 705 155 105 10 4 95, 4 85 4 60
4 45 3 80 3 50 3 50 3 25
8 hhds. common to medium lugs,
1 65 to 2 25.
5 hhde. common old trash lugs, 1 25
to 1 50.
Market active and stronger on all
grades of leaf.
CLARKSVILLE.
Sales by Wm. H. Turnley & Bro.,
of the Elephant. warehouse Clarks-
ville, Tenn., for week ending April
16th, 1890 of 54 Hogsheads as follows:
hhds. medium leaf, new, $7 306 75
6 50 6 10 6 00.
26 hinds. common and low leaf,
new, 5 75 5 755 SO 5 905 305 205 105 00
5 00 5 00 4 95 4 80 4 90 4 60 4 60 4 30 4 20
4 20 3 9,5 3 90 3 80 3 90 3 60 3 60 3 90.
4 blots. good Inge, new, 3 50 3 00
3 00 3 00.
3 hbele. medium lugs, new 2. 75 2 60
250.
16 hinds,. common lugs and trash.
old and new. 2 10 1 95 1 60 1 50 1 50 1 25
1 25 1 25 1 00 1 00 1 00 1 00 1 35 1 00 1 00
1 on.
Children Cry for Pitcher's Castoria.
THE TARIFF HILL.
McKinley's Bill at Last Reported to
the House.
Westineoros,'April 17.-The ma-
jority and minority reports on the
tariff' bill were presented in the Hollow
yesterday. As predicted the Repub-
lican majority reported in favor of
free sugar, with a bounty of 2 cents
per pound. The bill also provides
for a bounty of $2,240 per ton on silk.
Half of the tobacco tax is taken off,
but the whole Internal revenue ma-
chinery remains. As the bill stands
the increase in the tariff may be safe-
ly estimated at from four to five mill-
ions, probably more. The bill will
increase the taxes on wool and wool-
ens $15,500,000, per annum, according
to last year's importations, but really
to a much greater sum, while taxes
on tobacco to the amount of $8,860 994
are abolished.
The lowest grades of woolen yarns,
worth not over 30 cents per pound
are to be subjected Loa duty of 112
per cent., while the most eoistly yarn
will pay 72 per cent. One grade of
coarse, cheap biankets will be requir-
ed to tray 106 per cent., but the finest
blankets will pay 72 per cent. The
coarsest and cheapest woolen hats
will be subject to a duty of 111 per
cent., and the tiniest to 66 per cent.
Woman's and children's cheapest
dress goods, with cotton warp, are to
be taxed 106 per cent., and the finest
73 per cent. The lowest grade of
woolen cloths will pay 125 per cent.
and the highest grade 86 per cent.
The cheapest qualities of knit goods
for underwear range from 112 to 138
percent. but the finest and most ex-
pensive wool pays 7$ per cent. Wool-
en shawls of the coareest and lowest
grade, used by the poorest people,
will pay 135 per cent, duty, and wors-
ted goods of the lowest grade will pay
130 per ceirt. while the highest grade
will pay 90 per cent.
No reduction has been made in the
amount of duties imposed under any
seliedule exceirpt that relating to su-
gar and molasses. In all the other
schedules of dutiable goods, embrae-
iug almost every, important article
the people use except tea and coffee,
which have been free for many years,
increases are made, and in many of
of them the increase is very large.
Cl/NTED ENJOYS
Both the method and results when
Syrup of Figs is taken; it is pleasant
and refreshing to the taste, and acts
gently yet promptly on the Kidneys,
Liver and Bowels, cleanses the sys-
tem effectualy, dispels colds, head-
aches and fevers anti cures hahitual
constipation. Syrup of Figs is the
only remedy of its kind ever pro-
duced, pleasing to the taste and ac-
ceptable to the stomach, prompt in
its action and truly beneficial in its
effects, prepared only from the most
healthy and agreeable substances, its
manly excellent qualities commend it
to all and have made it the most
popular remedy known.
Syrup of Figs is for sale in 50c
and $1 bottles by all leading drug-
gists. Any reliable druggist who
may not have it on hand will pro
cure it promptly for any one who
wishes to try it. Do not accept any
substitute.
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
SAN fRANCISCO, CAL.
LOUISVILLE. Kr. MEW YORK, M.Y.
street over J. D. Rus-
sell's old btand.
Free!' Blue Liek Water, ice cold,
at The H. B. Garner Drug Co.
, •
We are now prepared
Excelsior water fresh,
at Saratoga, N. Y.
'nil.: H. B. GARNER
-
to furnish
from the well
Darts Co.
Soda Writer, Fresh
and cold, with all the
•dqUeiniki syrup.,
viY ,-.,Y & HURNETT'S.
Paiute. ard yP.rnishes
of tile best quality at
wYLY &r. BURNETT'S.
Tt-ir 1,tuck •s the
1.tr,4,-.:,t 1.1 Olt-) c.ty, If
you contrimp.ate pnint-
,ng• your hous,-4 thistv
. rim: it wilt pay you
t,.t c.,111 oil tli, : i
-- - •
ne-i .0..i ei...31eA Elevar,,r P.mipos,
('3II oil 1 I Nletenlre. ilior.:Lilitios.
Anifersos's
Electric Prophylactic will prevent
Cholera and I ;lilies among your
Chickens. For sale by E. O.Gaither.
Lathant's Drawing
I. M. LathanCe annual gift distri-
bution took place Tuesday afternoon,
in the rear of his store. on Main
street, In the presence of Messrs. H.
C. Gant, J. W. Yancey and repre-
sentatives of the local press. The
drawing was conducted as heretofore,
uuder the direct supervision and con-
trol of disinterested parties, and
there can be no question as to its
fai nese.
The coupon corresponding with the
number on each ticket was placed
in a large wooden box, which had
uo opening save one barely sufficient
to admit the small slip. The cou-
pons were thoroughly shaken in this
box, after which, a round hole large
enough to admit the passage of a
man's arm, was cut into it. Nellie
Donaldson. a little grand-daughter
of Dr. Gish, then drew the coupons
from the box, the first coupon en-
titling the holder of the corempond-
ing ticket to the first prize, upon the
list, and thus through the entire list.
The list includes many valuable
and useful articles, as will be seen
from the following
LIST OF PRIZE.S: .
4,187 1 set furniture .$100.00
4,010 1 pair ladies' tine mimes 3.50
3,067 50 yards Maeouville do-
mestic 5.00
3,187 1 pair ladies' kid gloves.. 1.75
9,346 1 gold headed silk um-
brella •. 6.00
9,342 ',: doz. ladies' hauder-
chief!. . 3.00
1,W..13 1 silk dress pattern 25.00
8,079 12 doz. ladies' hose  3.00
991 3 yards tine table liueu... 3.00
37 1 marseillee quilt  250
10,596 1 night clock 4.00
9,116 pair gents kid gloves 1.50
doz. towels 3.50
3,517 smyrna rug 3.50
4,515 chair tidy s   2.00
4,620 dozen napkins  2.00
4,1454 gents tie 50
7,119 50 yards brussels carpet 40.00
6,023 , 2 dozen gents header-
chiefs 2.50
10.253 pair lace curtains  4.00
3,677 table cloth 2.00
4,254 cashmere shawl .. 200
5,561 rocking chair 10.00
7().5 table cover 5.00
10,482 Kentuckian 1 year  - 200
981 towel rack 2.50
4,25.3 lace bed set •  5.00
9,134 black brocaded dress pat-
tern    . 15 00
2,321) large sonlyrna rug  7.50
2,534 pair gents Hunan Omen... 6 00
C.524 White sewing machine.. 50.00
4,352 crying doll 2.00
Sheriff's Sale.
By virtue of Order of Court direct-
cut tome, which issued from the office
of the Christian Quarterly Court, in
favor of Laz Simmons & Co., and
others, against C. W. Driver & Co.,
and M. S. Perkins & Co., 1, or one of
my Deputies, will, on
:!tli Api1,1890,
between the hours of 10 o'clock. a. i
at., end 2 o'clock, p. ne, at the Store I
House, on the corner of 7th and Web- ,
tier Street, Hopkinsville, Ky., expose
to 1
.1.1011C Sale, '
to the highest bidder, the following
property, or so much thereof as may
tie necessary to satisfy Plaintifl'e (1
iebt, interest and costs, ) to-wit. i
All the Wines, ,
Brandies, Whiskies, ,
Cigars, Tobacco, ,
Bar Fixtures, ,
,
Mirrors, 1 Safe, .
2 Beer Coolers,
end all other personal property be- 1
longing to the above defendants and
contained in said Store House, i
levied upon as the property of f . W.
Driver & Co., and M. S. Perkins & I
Po., and otners, under an attach-
ment. 
1
,
Terms Sale will be made 19 on a credit of three '
menthe, bond with approved securi-
ty required, bearing interest at the
rate of 6 per cent. per annnum, from li
lay of sale, having the force anti ef- ,
feet of a judgement.
1
W. M. WEST, 1
Sheriff of t nristian County. 1
April 15th, 11.90. i
1
1
1SCIIIIITZ. 1,,,,,,.
Hats, Caps,.
Umbrellas, .
LADIES
WRAPS:(
,
2091 Main,
EVANSVILLE, IND.
_
P. s. Goods sent on
(
ap-
proval with privilege of open- -
ing. 
,
-
OPERA HOUSE ,
ONE SOLID WEEK
N
SATURDAY MATINEE,
Commencing APRIL 21st.
Hoye &Souther's
1Dramatic -:- Company.PRICES Is-41011:0 and 30cts. I.
PREFERRED LOCALS.
Note ittistanditor the scarcity of it,
our prices at e 'lime as last seasons,
518.! by the 100 pot Adis and upwards,
smell qoantities one cent per pound.
Wagons running daily. Those wish-
ing ice please notify us. Telephoue
63. ELIAS ICE CO.
I drink at
K. B. HALL
Jugs
AND
Bottles
FREE-
For the Choicest Wines, Liquors,
Beer, or Rye Whisky 12 years old
at 15 cents a drink call at
R. B
NEXT DOOR TO NEW ERA.
I will treat you fair and appre-
ciate your leitronage. Bourben Whis-
ky, red or white, $1 50 to $4 00 per
or 50e. per ilustrt up.
Free Lunch at all Hours.
Commissiince3 •
Christ nol t utrontlro.li Pleas, f; u„.1, .
Exr.
%steins' r I
.•,.... si II het: ise•.
ICY V I . o Judgement mid older of
sale ..1 orbort•oni.. 4.'1 WI...,
re..., re.. ethic Noverolwr b nit Met vol. Isset,
I!, iI..vr easuse. I shall 1....ereel I., omi-
t' r sale et the Court-house siesor, In hop-
k loss file, Ky,. It. Ito highest blet.er. set
Public Anent ..... n Hominy the 5 M.)* of
Mat, MVO. at II th'e °CC a. iii., or thereabout
awing County ottrt rise, upon a credit
rth,lit I", ;or t he Real Eminte aml a Month* no
the personal property The following
elescriessi property viz; The lot at N. E.
corner eff Main and 10t1, streets, Hopkins-
ville, Ky., known as the Banner Livery
Stable, tr t till ft. on Main and extends sante
width with Hflti, 514 0. to Virginia street. It
will be otlered as follows, u he Main etre.*
front in lots each ft. wide. extending back
100 ft. to a ten foot alley opened from 1011 to
tenth airee,m, and from said alley t10 ft. wide
154 ft. to Virginia street stud upon which is is
splendid brick Livery Stable. These lots
will be offeresl aeperately and as a whole.
• the house and lot situated south of
Princeton or West Seventh streets In Hop-
kinsville, Ky. containing 2 acres, Rod upon
which J. M. Hipkina now resides Also. 2
lots on east side. Lovier street, corner of 2nel
street. llopkinsville. Ky., emelt 74 x tun ft.
Also, is tract of lami lying about one mile
nort a of the Asylum containing 136 acres.
more or less and known as the Shannon
farm. Also, a tract of land situated on the
Butterrinlk road. about 4 miles north west
trom Hopkinaville. containing_ 2143 acre,
more or lean and known as the Ritter farm.
Also, the following personal property:
horses and mares; 2 mules; I hocks; I
barouche; ti top buggies; S open buggies; '2
rube: I road earl: 2 transfer wagons and one
band wagon. Our aufficent thereof to produce
the slims ol money ordered to be made,
amounting to 1141,%11.00. For the purchase
price the purchaser, with approved surety or
niust execute bond, bearing legal
interest from the day oriel*. unlit raid. and
having the foree and etTect of a replevin
bond Bidders will be prepared to comply
with thew. terms.
HUNTER Woof), Master Commis. osier
FOR SALE.
A farm containing 316 acres, well
improved, 3 miles south of Trenton.
R. CARDIN, Trenton, Ky.
Mar 12-2m
Public Notice.
Having reconsidered my former annouree-
ment for jailer of Christian county, subject
to the. action of the Democratic pony, and
through ,he advice of my many friends, 1
hereby annouuce myeelf see an Independent
candidate for the above oMee.
Respectfully.
J. B. Coon
8.0. kiJCKNER, JAB. D HAYS.
MINER & HAYS'
Real Estate.
Insurance and
Collecting Agency,
Next Door to Front Entrance to
Court House.
Hopkinsville - - Ky
FOlt RENT-Desirable house and lot on
7th street near South Ky. College.
}foliar and lot on Bryan Street. near Clay
A house, large lot and cabins on Seventh
steert, near South Kentucky College.
5 room house on Liberey street, $12.50 per
month,.
CITY PROPERTY FOR MALE.
s,. acre lot on Soot h wide Pr' neeton Strict
-one of the finest residence 'orations in the
city. A great bargain.
Fir, corner of Princeton Street and
Jesup Avenue.
(heap Iota near It, R. water tank.
The ice house property on 7th street near
Princeton bridge. Will sell as a whole or In
Iota,
The J. W. Daniels lot on Liberty street,
will be divided into 4 or more lots.
Property on north side trth Street near de-
pot in Iota to suit. Ciood for residence% hotel
r business
Our of the most desirable reeldenoes on east
th street, large lot, 2 alleys., 5 room bowie,
out-buildings, etc. Price $3.7511.
Uric of the iargestand best, appointed real.
ence* on South Main street, with about Pi
re lot, at a bargain.
seven room bowie and all out building.,
totem and large lot, all In splendid repair,
ort h $3.0110. We offer for nano. Situated on
°rib Main street.
Four room house and lot,famirOfeet,on South
Virginia street at • bargain.
The tine M. Lewis lot on Ninth street,
s18.5 feet, can be divided noes to make!' good
vainest' Iota.
Lot on Seventh street adjoining New Era
Moe very cheap.
Five room house and outbuildings nearly
new, with one 01 the finest lotion south Main
treet. A bargain.
Acre lot with improvements on south side
3inceton street very cheap.
FARM PROPERTY
631, acre farm 514 miles from Hopk hiss-111e'
n Palmyra road Frame dwelling; 5 rooms;
arn and stable. Will exchange for city
roperty, or sell cheap.
2tin acre farm at Oak Grove. Ky. One of the
st and cheapest farms 11 Southern Ken-
uck v.
ra acres timber land, 4 ni lies west from Gar-
ettsburg, adjoining Mrs. Martha King.
IV acre farm near West Fork on Pond
iver. Stood limestone Mini and a bargain.
Fine= acre farm In Taylor county, Ky
Ile* from .Campbellowille; good moil; line
insider; atone dwelling; two tenement hounes
nel all out buildings. Only $3,0M.
115 acre farm, on Sinking Fork bottom land.
ell improved. adjoining farms of Judge Joe
cCarroll. Finis Renshaw and others
A cheap 50 acre farm, well unproved, near
embroke.
140 acres land east side Cox Mill road. near
ity limits
Macre term, finely improved with 'Tien-
id custom mill. 3,4 miles from Pembroke,
wlii sell at a bargain.
Fine farm of 210 acres, adjoining Cerulean
phtign tract and exteneing to depot. Farm
ell improved, with IMO acres under msexl
.mce, with plenty of good timber and water.
room house, two tenements. barn, stable
'id orchard. Good for wheat, tobacco or
tock farm and at a bargain.
41e1 acre farm near Oarrettanurg. Land
rst-class and farm well improved. Every-
thing in good order. Price. 217,501, one-third
h, balance 1 and 2 years at 0 per cent
140 acres whh dweilh.g, barn, stabled'. wa-
r and orchard, 10 miles east frotn city, and
hree miles from Furguson's Store for $42U.
The finest little tarn'. 13.5 acres, well lm-
mved, on IA. & T. Railroad, between I tak
rove and Douglas's Station, in Christilan
'o. Ky. Brick dwelling 015 rooms, Lobes's°
arn, and soil equal to any in the Co.
1e0 acre farm known as the Reuben &shin-
er place, 2 miles from Pembroke. (Inc of
he best improved farms in the county and
and very fine. • bargain offered In this
.roperty.
The D. T. Carter 441 acre farm, one of the
nest in South Christian. Hari every necee-
ry subatantial improvement Including or-
hard. (Inc mile frron Elmo and only three
toles from Railrostel Depot. To be sold for
'vision.
uclindllays
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
. W. CLARK,
ttorneyAt Law,
°Mc.. with Judge McCarron, near cour
louse, Hopkins% II le, Ky.
Will practice In the courts of Christian and
djoining (mushier..
Especial attentlens paid to the collection o
deod&W If
DaTait WOoD. U H. Ball,
WOOD & BELL
Atiorileys At Lay.
tFFICE IN HOPPER BLOCK, UP STAIRS
Will practice in :the courts of Christian
nd adjoining counties. darw
.II sit .1 I 1,•anas
Landes & Clark,
ttorneysatLaw
opkinsville, Ky
D. L. JOHNSON•
Attorney at Law,
Witt practice in -all the (marts of the com-
monwealth. Office upstairs in the McDaniel
block.
Especial alien t n paid to the collection lo
claims. deodaw.
PREMIUM JACK r IIIILDEROY
For the season of 1890, may be found at the stable of the undersigned, on the Princeton road
 within the limits
of Hook iiistville.
YOUNG GILDEROra Black Spanish Jack, bred by the late C. M. Bell, foaled Nov. 20, 1882, full 15'2 hands
high, of flue length, heavy built, good form, fine hair, quick arid active. Has proven himself one o
f the surest anti
beet breeders in the State. Was got by Old Oilderoy, a thoroughbred Spanish Jack; he by Imported Moncerat,
out of an Imported Jennett from Spain. 1st. dam, Prunella, was got by son of imported Black
 Monarch; dam
Maggie Brown by the premium Imported Garrenoia, Star of the West, etc.
'I'M Xi AME=5:
Will be permitted to serve mares at $10.00 the season. Mares proven not to be with foal can be returned next
season free of charge. Negotiable notes due and payable 1st day of August, 1890, will be require
d at time of ser-
vice. Care taken to prevent accidents, but will not be responsible should any occur. We 
ask no Ma7'e
patronage unless he thinks our stock worthy. Conte, see and judge for yourself. Season has commenced and 
will
end July 1st. 1690.
W. H. WEST at CPC,.
The Mill Still Grinds tower Prices
Than Ever were known in the history of the 
CLOTHINGBUSINESS
Of this city. The country demands Low Prices, and we have and are
answering the call, beyond their most sanguine expectations. All who
call to see us are pleased, and carry home more gcods, and better
goods, ang still have more money left than they expected. We were
lucky in striking a Bankrupt Sale and bought a large lot of
naaci.
At 60 per cent. on the dollar, and we are selling 'them at less money
than any merchant in town can purchase them. Therefore we can sell
our fax-me! customers a suit cheaper than any house in this city, or
even cheaper than he could buy at wholesale if he was a merchant.
We are just receiving a handsome line of Gents, Suits forpriii'
In Black and Fancy Worsted, Corkscrew, Cheviots, Etc., made up in
Sacks, Cutaways and Pi ince Alberts. An elegart line of Cutters de Cros-
sett's Neckwear. Also a fine line of Lilly, Brocket & Co., and Spencers
& Hocker's
3E14::01B •
It is useless for us to mention prices, as no living man can buy Clothing,
Boots, Shoes, or any kind of goods without seeing them and comparing
prices and quality. So we invite you to come and examine, and we are
sure to sell you what you want. The famous Plymouth Rock
iirs3 1°'.EIL.N7r IME.A.30130 03ELE13MEL
SUITS $14 MADE TO ORDER, FITS GUARANTEED.
M Fine Suits made to order on short notice. Call on us before pur-
chasing, and we can save you from 26 to 50 per cent.
Pye, Dicken & Wall.
WOO
7.77ort1.1. of
Gent's Fine Nolloc
in Cheviots, French Cambrics, Silk Striped Flannel, Sateen, all
silk and every kind that is made, manufacturer's san'iples, all
bought at about half the real Value and will be sold at Manufactur-
er's cost.
This the largest shipment of these goods ever received in Hop-
kinsville and such a grand assortment at such remarkably low
prices will rush them out with a whoop. Come and get first
choice.
TERMS: CASH, ONE PRICE IN PLAIN FIGURES.
J. H0 ANDERSON & CO.
NOS. I AND 3 MAIN STREET, CLASS CORNER.
it!
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FAILS-PLEAL
The only certain and Efreetnal Care
f Chills and Fever, Intermittent. Remittent,Bilious and Metanal Fever. Dunth Ague.Swamp Tower and all Diseases onginataigfrom • Torpid Laver or Malaria.
Perfectly harmless, contents no Argent.
ftif aod can be riven to die mostdebate perms with perfect safety.
As a Took for Tired Feeli Lose of Ap•
aglate, Headache, Nervous and
Low aphelia oripastinetros Malaria. eased.
alias sod without • Par•Sol.
811.00 Per nottif
Seig Dryppribt gsarrlay.
C. MENDENHALL & CO..
inta norm:mum
siva NAP rir L L Ismt.,, 17. S.
For sale by Harry R. Ganter.
S
ALEsmEN,,,awwen:intbch.a.laitoveuivr
rale auu retail to a..e. M c are the Wit
masaiacturers in 111Ir line. Euelsiee two-
, """ 8,„eale/ k /'"r"'"' "" WAGESpaneanos. Ati anent u•ii Iwo, to
I rant*. kiss,. id, ain ..1
for wages. ashy t • --i 'lg. etc. .00Crate Arai INIa..11).0 g ' PER DAY.
Private Medical Ald
ARD
THE OLD DOCTOR, ev•wrirr,re, airy bg
•• -.suited by null, or at tiie MD. e. tree of charge.
arReliable, Skillful Trautman( Guarasthaal.
Board and apartments tarnished to those whodesire personal et ie. Surd P.O. stamp for circa-
tors. e Le. Address letters.
Dm, Weed Oaks, 114 N. 7th EtrefA, St. Lads, Ie.
OFF!nr MUM. MO. Special attention
`e•-• even to all diseases or troubles ha oaks
married or single, nmoartit altest byexposare. abase*. excesses or improprieties.
Of IS veers' samenatat
-i1THE LADIES' FAVORITE.
NEVE& OUT 01' ORDE7.1.
If you desire to purchase a sewing mai bine,
ask our agent at your pla,7e for teri..s and
I =If you cannot find our agent, write
tones  rest address to you beiow named.
/
e „MN
mACHIN
emcee* - tam QuARE,NX- DAUM+
ATLANTA GA. TEX.Ire. Louis, Mo. own.SAIMIAlemcc. 
AGEN I'S WANTED
Address H. A. LOZIER &CO.,
340 Superior ate Cleveland.
$75 00 to $250 reet A 31ONTH can'VA; be made work-ing for ua. Agent* preferred who can fur-nish a home and give their whole time to thebusinison Spare moments may be profitablyemployed also. A few vacancies In townsand cities. B. V JOHNSON& CO., WOO MainMt. Riehmond, Vs
N. B.- Mese* state age and business expe-rience. Never mind about sending stamp forreply. B. T..1. Lo. dew
DR. RICE9
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ofFoRE YAQU Buy
:STEAM EKCINE
BOIRLEI
Sint 0 FOR OUIR CATAL064,IC •••• PRICES
ATLAS ENGINE WORKS,
INDIANAPOLIS. IND.
Junius C. McDavitt
HOIE ONG MUNE G.CINCE.MASS.
9
DENTIST,
Office: Over Kelley's Jewelry Store,
HOPKINSVILLE. KY.
Hog Cholera Cured.
CY mt..
THE SECRET DISCOVERED
Sr: Ctre
Cretai: Prevutiv:!
READ WHAT HOME PEOP1LE SAY:
"We, the undersigned say to the nubilethat we hav• used the "Eagle Hog ( bolera
• 'are," and have cured oor hogs with it, anddo cheerfully recommend t t to all parties tobe a reliable cure • preventive for cholera inbees."
R W. Morrison, Owenaboro, Ky.C. R. Frost,
J. W. M. Yield,
een. Smith, Livermore, Wy.Jno H Blanton. YelvIngton, Ky.It T. l'awleon, metonym°. Ky.
` I,. sulk/tn./sr, Hartf.ird, Ky.W. C. McKinley. Falls of Rough, Ky.John H. nod, ri.mint Ridge, Ky.8 .4. Wood, Red Htil.Ky.
c. L. Taylor, Macedon la, K y .Sam Barna, Oakford, Ky.
Keep your eye *a title space for new en-d-reentries.
Put up inane nound boxes, sufficient tot ten:logo-Price $1.(0.
Address,
Eaotx HooCSOLgaik Mspict NE CO.,
Owensboro, Ky.
Office at Slaughter & MeCullochre.
CHICHESTER'S ENGLISH
PENNYROYAL PILLS.Bed Cross Diamond Brand.
so-. Ladies oak tor 'mins.
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EPPS'
GRATEFUL COMFORTING.
‘000A
MADE WITH BOIL: G MILK.
TO WEAK MEN
Ballerina from the effects of youthful errors. early
decay. wasting weak nut, lost manhood. etc.. I sill
send a valuable treaties, sealed containing full
particulars tor borne cure. FREE of charge. •
splendid medical work . should-le readily every
Man who is hereon., and debilitated. Address.
Prot. F. C. PoWLER, Coma.
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GAB AND GOSSIP.
Gathered and GI% en to the Public. Just
as it was Found.
Say, what makes you stand there
on the street rorner with your bend.
in your pockets and abuse your toe
and run down your home inetitu-
eons and talk disparagiugly about
the etlerts publie spirited citizens
to build it up. If you calla say any-
thief; good about your own people,
if yam can be 4•1 no material assist-
anew to there in the vvork they have
imaieriakete if you can oiet
ioluoy 'peak a good word for
Rept:Mee:1.e why doe% eon keep
seer militia shut hue pitur silly
tonstite %Ilene% er it login,. to a sa
Vol* ran at le•os; ito tl.is I ,A
valet toted, a'on't deetioy ; if you VALI
tit t praise, don't come:min. If you
don't know of any way you can be of
assiistance to your eity I eau tell you
ow... It is simple and you van cer-
tainly follow it. Just be charitable
enough to say nothing. There all.
ea*
A young man recently came to this
city from the North. lie surveyed
the field told he was favorably im-
pressed with the surroundings. He
is a close observer, a keen and dis-
creet busioetis man, and after a care-
ful look over the city RIIII cOUtity he
felt justified in casting his lot with
us, aud locatiug herein Hopkinsville.
Ile invested his money here, and
with the pluck, energy and deter-
mination peculiar to his people, pro-
ceeded to hustle and make himself
known. Shortly after he had settled
down among us he was approached
by one of these useless croakers,
which infest every southern commu-
nity. "What cher come here fer;
taiut nothin' here for a young man ;
better had er Made wher you was, or
gone down t' Birrnin'ham or s'moth-
er Alabama town where there's
chances ter a young man ter rise, you
wont do nothin' here." This is cal-
culated to help the Commercial club
in the work it has undertaken, isn't
it? Such talk as this from one who
claims to be a Hopkinsville citizen is
calculated to encourage those who
are seeking locations for profitable
investments, isn't it? If our young
men had no more energy, no more
ambition than this sorry specimen,
Hopkinseille would be all that he
represents It. But such is not the
crew. Fortunately there are not a
great many fellows of this kind here,
and I wish these few had been in the
track of the cyclone.
•
•••
One of the crying evils of this day
is lie refusal or failure of those hav-
ing property to give in the 'same for
taxation as the law requires. T lee is
not an offense of which the poor man
is guilty. What little he has is in
sight and rarely or never escapes the
eagle-eye of the tax aesessor. It
is only when this official cames to
deal with the wealthy that he grows
purblind, or that he, through igno-
rance, fails to get a correct list of the
property. The poor devil who has
bought a lot and put him up a little
cottage ueon it, every nail that holds
it together reprementing a drop of
sweat, and every plank hours of bit-
ter toil, who has furnished it to the
best of his humble ability and gath-
ered a few comforts around him, this
man I say, is not the man who mis-
leads the tax assessor and forgets
what property he really Owns, aud
as a result his little all pays its full
pro rata of taxation.
**111
But how different is it some other
quarters, and how far short of his
duty falls the assessor, and how far
short of their duty falls the men he
is to assess. There are men in the
community who stand high, who are
known to be wealthy, who live in af-
fluence, upon whose floors are carpets
where the footfall awakens no echo,
while from the walls gaze down upon
a long line of honorable ancestors
limited upon imperishable canvaes.
Their buffets are loaded with &eerie°.
ral silver, rich in quaint carvings and
armored bearings; who entettain
with a stealthy courtesy that would
put to blush the son of au hundred
earls. And yet these men, with their
mortgages, their notes, their railroad
stocks and lands; with their securi-
ties of a thousand kinds and charac-
ters are, so far as the aasessor's books
show, in very little better condition
financially than a farmer who wrings
• hard living from two hundred acres
of unproductive land.
The result of such a course works
a great hardship upon those who cell-
selentiously give in their property
in true quantities and at its true
value, or whose property even if they
were not disposed to give it in, is of
that character which renders conceal-
ment impossible, being thus forced
to bear more than their proportionate
burden of taxation An intelligent
Englishman once said, "Imposing a
tax is like starting a stone 'to rolling
down a flight of steps; it rolls from the
shoulders of all until it comes to the
last, and there it rests, and this last
step im the man who work.' with his
bands for his daily bread." The Blue-
tratiou is apt and the truth enunvia-
ted axiomatic. The burden slides
from the shoulders of the man who
holds notes, mortgages and securities,
things which can be and are hidden,
and rests upou the man whose prop-
erty is in right. This of necessity
makes higher and more grievous the
tax OD the visible property of tee
country.
it'as
Having spkoen of the evil, now let
me suggest a remedy. It lies in a
large measure with the tax asseseor.
This official should be honest, impar-
tial and perfectly fearless of eouse-
(teepees in the discharge of his duty.
Where the amount given in for tax-
ation is incompatible with the posi-
tion and manner of living of the per-
son he is &seeming, he owes it to
himself and the poor men of Abe
county to put him on oath and inter-
agate closely. to cross examine him
to the bone, and to find out all of the
sources of reventi. He should not
not be overawed by the fact that the
Mali whom he suspects has influ-
enee, is a leading member of the
ehurch. or may fight him should he
again aspire to the position he held's.
To be honest himself and to faith-fully discharge his duty lie must
throw to the winds all such consider-
atione. Another thing he should de,
and that is go to the county records
and there verify or falsify the state•
meatm givell, let it be known that
intends doing this and many a moul-dy old mortgage which has drawn
interest and paid no taxes for years
past would come to light and the rev-
enue derived front it go to equalize
the burden of taxation. The next
assessor will be an intelligent man,
let him look to theee 'suggestions and
he will win a debt of gratitude from
his fellow citizens.
CATARRH.
Cat arrhal Deafness-Hay Fetter. A
hew Home Treatment.
Sufferers are not generally aware that thesediseases are contagioue, or that they are dueto the prevence of living parasites in the lin-ing membrane of the nose and eutstachiantubes. microscopic research. however, hasproved this to be a fact, and the result of thlmdisoovery is that a simple remedy hiss beenformulated whereby catarrh, catarrhal deaf-ness and hay fever are perntanently euredfr ,,,,, one to three simple applicat Ions made athome by the patient once In two weeks.
N. B -This treatment is not snuff or anointment; both have been Misearded hy repu-table phymicians as injurious. A pamphlet4:I plaIning this pew treatment Is ment free,onreceipt col stamp to pay !setae. by A. 11.Dixon & Hon, Its7 and fit9 West K Mt., To-ronto, Catiada.--Christlan Advocate,
Sufferers from catarrhal troubles should
carefully read the above.
- I t to..d.ly
THE 1101; IS IN.
esarah K. Bolton in the Journal of Educe,
Muni
The tram. lay stranded Oil the beach,
ts1 with adank and green.A al. sa date mad II • eary bet tie,
rat- as th eye emi al teach:
Tine tide la out.
How changed w when he day
alone:
The boat. nate gayly an t deep,
TilVir Whitt: Nails INNill:111:( Ns 111 sleep.
KiSS.J by the netting still:
The tide Wee le.
Thlte 1113,1% want or woe.
Lie. to ravnr d it burren shore:
Mut God Is that for eva 1111,1nr:Take (mimic. ne ea. know
Th. 1 tile 
 o
Afill lifted from the me ott oi ti 'Mottle,
We sail upon
Night °per/son eterniti -
Sweet fest Kir weary souls-
The Ilde is in.
-
 -
A Mlwies
'Two* fatal'. Mlle Will ne'er forgive
Such a 'Mistake a. tide:
And I can never. while I live
Forget my rd lee.
Nellie and I together sat -
Nellie who I adore;
I'll bet a new ten dollar hat
speak to me no more!,
I tried to kiss her Dna so red-
Forever shall I rue It!
"Just kiP44 not, if you alare!" she said.
Anal I-I didn't do It.
-Itietianl 11. Titheringtain in Mta '14
Weekly .
"Every spring."
Says one of the eest housewives iu
New England, "We feel the necessi-
ty of taking a good medicine to puri-
fy the blood, and we all take Hood's
Sarsaparilla. It keeps the children
free from humors, my husband says
it gives him a good appetite, and for
myself I ain sure I could never do all
my work if it was not for this splen-
did medicine. It makes me feel
strong and cheerful, and I am never
troubled with headache or that tired
reeline, as I used to be."
Pembroke Items.
PEmititoKE, April 12 -Rev. T. B.
Miller, colporteur of Bethel associa-
tion is in town, this week.
Dr.LeRoy 1'. Miller leaves Monday
the 14th, for Sheffield, Ala., to accept
a position as prescriptiouist with a
large drug firm or that place.
Mr. Chas. Moore,of Murray,Ky., is
visiting friends here this week.
Mr. Sam eiceleehee, who has been
absent several weeks, returned Mon-
day, accompanied by him wife.
Mrs. B. J. Garnett anti Miss May
Adcock spent Thursday in Nashville.
Mr. J. H. Wade stepped off a saw
log Thursday RIVI sprained his ankle
so badly that he is comeelled to walk
ou crutches.
The young ladies will give a dra-
matic entertainment at the public
school building Thursday evening,
April 24.
Mr. Daisy Murphy, who is attend-
ing Bethei College, is at home on a
visit.
Misses I.izzie Cannon and Lizzie
Jones were in town yesterday.
There are eeveral cases of measles
in and about town. There are so
many of our citizens who have not
had the measles, that we are afraid
it will become an epidemic.
Miss% May Adcock hati reuted a
room iu the second story or the Miller
Bloeck for her sewing establishment.
Miss Fannie Beard returned Tues-
day from an extended visit to friends
and relatives in Frauklin, Ky
Rev. T. E. Tiller writes that he is
very much Improved by his trip
South, and hopes to be with his
church the third Sunday of this
mouth.
M r. Herschel l'orter, of Mississippi,
is visiting among his old friends here.
Mrs. 0. J. emith and Miss Nettie
Smith are visiting Mrs. Ike Garrott.
DAvne
J. W. Raymond, pastor Presbyter-
ian churen at Brownsville, Tenn.,
Keys: "'Owetem Pink Mixture' will
regulate the bowels better than any-
thing -re ever uped. For teething
children it is a most valuable reme-
dy. For sale by all druggise
•
 ass.
Call on J udge Pet rec.
We, the undersigned, respectfully
request Judge It. 'I'. Petree to become
a candidate for delegate to the Con-
stitutional Convention, believing, as
we do, that he is well qualifiee and
suited to that very important posi-
tion, an,' a man Beattie people gen-
erally will be willing to support.
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Rheumatism anti Cuiarrh.
Rheumatism end catarrh are troth blood
Mee/uses In marry severe eases they have
yielded to treatment with B. II. ft ;Botanic
111014 Malin,. MIMIC by Illoimi Balm Co.,
Atlanta, M. Ih-rite for book of convincing
proofs. Sent free.
It. P. Inxige, Atlanta, Ga., says: "My wife
had catarrh and ini,thing did her any good.
Her constitutiou finally frilled and Wool'
got into her blood. I plaeed her on a use of
B. It. B., awl to noy eurprim her recovery
was rapid and complete."
W. P. McDaniel, Atlanta, Ga., writes: "I
wax much ernaclubsi told had rheumatism
so hid I could not get along without crutcbee.
I ale° had neuralgia in the heaul. First-clam
plormiciams did me rio good. Then I tried
B. B. B., and its effects were magical. I
cheerfully recommend it as a good tonic and
quick cure."
Mrs. Matilda ISIcitols, Knoxville. Tenn.,
writes: "I had catarrh six years and a most
distreesing cough, and my eyes were much
swollen. Five bottles of B. B. B., thank
God! cured me."
John M. Davis, Tyiste Texas, writes: "I
was subject a number of yeast° spells of In-
flammatory rheurnittlain, six homes
or it. B. B., thank heaven, hatteut t rely cured
I have not felt the MI istilestpain aluee."
THE bill tO pay Commonwealth's
Attorneys an annual salary of $2,500
in lieu of all fees ham passed both
Houses of the Kentucky legislature.
This is an excellent bill and will
doubtless be signed by the Governor.
,e
THE ELEVENTH CENSUS,1
JAPANESE COSMETICS.
Lips and Teeth of Iromen Painted-Mr
fad' I lie L ri 11'rd k. To qOu au: al I " f rial 'rd elethi the c
Peeparat ions (illiag Warli !tepidly The %Dove A IIIIMIlt A How. 41 by theCourt to " lie issr/sei-s.
• Ill" Willie ie by I hie little pretty rnwiettitestl:e31 
11:}41:17:sricoaf mannride
well neallittifiled with tile region of the interase attaches to those empieyed byThe List of Qtree110114 'I list Hill • be court of claims Saturday afternoon latliee. I'lle name striking
who contested the validity of the 
feature to a foreigner in this 41iivetion
is to • the teeth of the WOrriell black.
Asked by the lEtitatiteratore. in allowing $5,000 to tile attorneys
The l'ensiis Bureau is busily in- 
Japanese fashion commands that everygaged in preparing for the big job of Ohio ValleyThe ilooloome! It is generally understated that 
woman wheit married, or who has: takiiig the (-ensue.
Sites and Feland 
the age in which she is likely towhich the enumeratore ask this Meeers• "'deed,
oleo,. of „ewe,. would not aerate this amount, hold- 
Trinerried, staityliteriteetli-i thlacti)(1.
tti.le inlet v‘i.ai 1st .1
with threpealLetieualPrs.di'lia.vier 141,r:1..1:U1'111g lin'. Toe-
utensils is made of brass Urrilicil*c.-!nts!tis°11
ing flea y should pity them
the fire amoiret esked, *Mem o.tents:
Mr. Stites W PM St en in Ili e. by 
of a bowl of peculiar forne which willGive Chrietian retrue 1.1 fele a: al hold about half a gallon of water.initial of 'mettle mune. sure:time Across this rests a shelf of decorateda N EW ERA reverter 511,1 1011:0,1 a hat
retire- woeld be pursued by hiniseif brass 3 inches wide by 12 inches long.Whether a roidier, icii!or notriee
011 this stands a small kettle, in whichtiering tile civil war (United Straes and solleagires• 
the staining liquid is kept hot, and aor Court deratee air witiow of such "NVItile the neater was up for dim- small cup Into which to pour some ofcutamien in the court 01 Satur- the staining liquid to cool it. and from
which it is used on the teeth. A box
of lacquered wood vontains powdered
nutgalls mid a small feather brush,
and the whole set, when not in use, is
kept in a large lacquered Ixtx.
'flue materials consist of a solution
of iron naile in a vinegar made of sour
sake, forming what would be known
'chemically as acetate of iron. This so-
lution is vigorously brushed over the
teeth, followed by a rubbing of them
with powdered nutgalls. This forms
black tenuate of iron on the teeth, in
fact, it is our common black writing
ink. The process renewed weekly
keeps the teeth of shiny blackneas
comparable almost to freshly blacked
shoes. The fashion is said to have
originated centuries ago among nobil-
ity, liNd hence prevails with all other
clasbM. To me the practice is simply
hideous.
The children and youth of both
sexes have often beautiful, regular
white teeth, and the contrast of these
with their soft, brown skins, blackguaranteed to give perfect matisfac- I eyes and hair, the blood showing rud-then, or money refunded. Price 26 dy through the brown skin of thecents per box. For sale by H. B. cheeks, makes great beauty in the
young 3apanese a coming thing. Jute
Garner.
the ravages of time such a practice is
anese women fade early, and to add to
sickening. Among the lower classes
there is a tendency in the teeth to pro-ject forward, and this results in the
habit of keeTing the mouth open. The
reader can fancy the picture.
I am glad to know that young Japan
does not favor this custom. and that
the married womeu of today among
the better classes have abandoned it.
Painting the lips seems to be uni-
versal with wonteu of all classee and
ages. Little girls not 5 years old have
their lips a bright red. The material
used for this is the coloring matter of
safflower, called technically earths-
mine. This plant (carthamus tincee
ries) is largely grown in southern
Europe, and used aa a dve. It is fa-
miliar to Us Anterica for the same
purpose, but not grown to any great
extent. In the drug stores it is known
as American suffron.
The color when diluted is a rosy
pink; when very deep it has the me-
tallic bronze green of a beetle's wine.,
and it is quite common for Japanese
women to apply the color so thickly
that the lips show a bronzy green in-
stead of a cherry red. While both lips
are tinted, the most of the color is put
on the center of the lotter lip, where
the "pout- is. This color is sold in the
cosmetic shops I kattlatnotio-ya) as
beni and is generally in the form of
little shallow saucers of white earth-
enware, on the inside of which the•••••• 
color has been spread with the brush
to show a deep red with a bronzy green
reflection. these cost about two sen
(one and one-half cents).
White cosmetic consists of finely
levigated chalky material, eceuted and
put up in square envelopes, holding
perhaps half an ounce. More common
sorts are made of dry white lead. The
utensils for applying white oesmetic
consist of three pairs of brushes made
of the hair aif the deer or white rabbit.
Each handle (four inches long) has a
brush at both ends. This gives an as-
sortment of six brushes of varying di-
anieter and length.
A little of this white powder being
placed on the hand, a few- drops of
water are added. and by means of one
of the brushes a thin, smooth white
paste is formed, which fills the brush
and is applied to the skin. Ladies of
refinement, whiie they use white cos-
metic to some extent, do not do so ex-
cessively, but the "geishas- cover the
whole . lace, neck awl bossont
white. aced in many instances from
its excees they look ereias.ly.
Little girl's out am festival and holi-
day occaeionte dreesed in their bright
aud beautiful fabrics, will be seen cov-
ered with cosnietic white, except three
narrow points like those of a \ andyke
collar, which are left on the back of
the neck, points downward. elewing
the brown skin ill those piece,. The
hands are not whit•eit- lend gloves are
seldom WWII-Detroit. a'ree l'rese.
 
 - -
Chemicals for Brick Making.
Dispatches from McKeesport, l'a., an-
nounce that the brick truinufacturers
of that city and Pitteburg are becoming
interested in a patent chemical pro-
cess for making brick without the usu-.. 
al burning which has always proved
neeeseary. The process is that of a
western man, arid it is claimed that
the brick can be made and hardened in
two days at a cost of $2 per 1,000, or at
one half of the average price per 1,000
that stock brick is made in yards
where brick is burned. Another ILIA-
turv is that the process will permit the
brick to be made in all colors, and
thee the hard article for street improve-
ment can also be made. A number of
McKeesport capitalists are interested in
it, and should it prove what it is ex-
pected they will locate a large plant
to manufacture by this process.- New
York Telegram.
person.
Relation-hip to head of family.
Whether eller or black, mulatto,
quaainion, leottiroen, Chinese, Japan-
eze or
Sex. /
Age anal nearest birthday. If
under miteeear give uge in mouths.
Whether single, married, %Wowed
or divorced.
Whether married during t he census
year (June 1, Iss9, to May 31, 1890e
Mother of how many eitildren and
number of these childreu
Place of birth.
Place of birth of father.
Plate of birth of mother.
Numeer of years in the Culled
Steam
'Whet her naturalized.
Whet her naturalization papers
hive been taken out.
Profession, trade or occupation.
Mouths employed during the cen-
-etre year June I, Nee, to May 31,
1s90.)
Attendance at school (in mouths)
during the census year (June 1, 1559,
to May 31, le90e
Able to read.
Able-to write.
Able to speak Feign's!). If not, the
lafiguage or dialect stioken.
Whether suffering from acute or
chronic disease, with uarne or disease.
and length of time afflicted.
Whether defective in mind, eight,
hearing or speech, or whether crip-
pled, maimed or deformed, name of
detect.
Whether a pritZo• ner, convict,
homeless child, pauper.
Is the home you live in hired, or le
it owned by the he ad, or by a mem-
ber of ihe family?
If owned by head or member of
family, is the house free from mort-
gage illeUmbranee ?
If the head of the family is a fann-
er, is the farm which he cultivates
hired, or is it owned byes member of
his family?
If owned by heed or member offamily is the farm free trona neat-pee- IlleUmbraiier ?
if the-home or term Is owned by
head or member of family and mort-
gaged, give the postoilive address of
owner.
KING LEAR ONCE MORE.
A Couple oil Calls on Mr. Warfteld.
PEM 11110K E, KY.
We the undersigned citizens of
Christian county, respectfully eolicit
W. E. Warfield to become a candi-
date to represent christiau county in
the Conetitutional t 'on vention.
J. W. Williams,
H. T. N I nor,
It. I... Moore,
It. P. storrieon,
0. D. McMott,
J no. H. 'Sargent,
F. B. Massie,
NI. G. Miller,
D. L. Lander,
T. W. Porter,
C. Leavell,
W. I). Chordal n,
G. H. Vaughn,
.1. R. Penick,
W. F. Morris,
W. It. Wolf,
J. P. Bragg,
A. J. Weaver.
James Vaughn,
Gus. P. Tandy,
J. 11. Fergumon,
J. H. Pencil. 1011,
Harvey Smith,
.1. It. s'aine.
Joital It. Ballard.
It H. Turpin,
it. E. MeK roe.
It C. Chilton.
K ENS K
We the uudersigned voters of Chris-
tian eouuty, believing that you will
proteet our interest in the Constitu-
tional Convention respectfully aelt
you to annou eve yeurself a eundidate
for 'same.
Thos. M. Harker,
Chas. E. Barker,
J. Stephen.,
J. T. Harris,
J. it. Whitlock.
Chits. 11. Sallie,
T. L. linty.
I. Itammey.
W. D. Garnett,
J no. 1'. Garnett,
H. B. Wade,
0. S. llord,
Sant Mel:thee,
('. toti,
C. F liarkcr,
Wni. 31. Cloud,
H. Herndon,
C. P. Settle,
H. IV. Waite,
Wm. M. Morgan,
It. IL Trlea.,
W• Morrison,
I lownly F. Jernigan.
R. E. Wood,
NI. NI. Caldwell,
It. H. Dudley,
Squeaky Moots.
Did you ever reaLize, beloved breth-
ren. how inuell depravity there it; in
pair of squeaky boots! We went inte
a conference the other day and you
were them with those squeesky boots;
:lila pie w. re very active and untiring
%e'er efforts to pennote ite interests,
and you would have been entirely suc-
cessful haul it we been for those
squeaky bouts. First, you went up to
the pulpit with a notice, and every
step was emphasized by that tiqueak.
eyes of the audience left tlw
speaker's face and sought your feet,
and you almost broke the thread of
his diseouree by treadine on it, as a
wens Then you remembered that the
coffee for the supper had not arrived.
mid vou must needs go and See 111/0U1
; the eyes the whole audience fol-
lowed you as with conscientious. but
ineffectual efforts to step quietly you
left your seat. went the whole length
of the aisle, and clumped downstairs
to the veetry ill your laudable desire to
see about the coffee. Then when you
came baek the same process was re-
twitted.
You had nut been in your seat ten
minutes when you noticed that Deacon
Drowse!. was fest askew!). so close was
the :atmosphere. So, what ehould you
de but epee the windows on the north
side, another very laudable tank, had
a not lean for the spiel; in those bro-
gues, wheel; wits a little more un-
pleasant, to the preacher, at least. than
tile closeness would have been. When
the colter:tem eV ae taken you iniat
needs teams the bow and the squeak,
squeak. kept time. to the desk, clink
of the VI OpptTS Id ver. It is such a
little thine that we ask of you, tle:ir
brother; loavi, the squeaky boots at
eoine awl wear the old ones. We do
not care if there is a puke' on the toe
and a brettiton the instep, or even ifthey are run down on the heel. Onthe principle a the boy's delieition of
salt, that it is the thing which makes
uwat tame bad if you don't put it on.
so your new Ixtote la.ft at home eel
add more than allything tI10 twlern-
nay of the. next conference.-Ex-
change.
Tile Done of St. Peter's.
If we helmet' to be at church On
Thersday inernieg. when the publicis allow:el to ascend to the roof anddome, or, if we have a written ponies-
eien. ally day will do, Mo make
tlie ascetit. A lotig series of very easy
steps takes 111 II et roof, which is of
ereat extent, and has. oil it munall(ease:, lie•I ;Also houses wiika work
1:)I.:1 Und faller 1•I'Ml113 e:11114.)Yed ill
Ciltirch have their lionise Ahoy'.
this rod the great dome rises to theiannetise leilt of :Os feet. A.rotitel
eie a-s.if it we bee sesame inn'baitesehat Were placed there 100"year);
ago, hen it was feared that the dome
might be cracked by its own enormous
weight.
Them is an iruier anal ail oute.rdome,
and between these winding galleries
and staircases, very hard oil the legs,
lead to the top, which is celled the
luntern, where we can go 00 on the
gallery and have a fine vieW of the
sountry all around. Those wio choose
eel go up some nairrew iron steps and
atter the hollow copper ball at the
very top of everything. When we
look at this ball trete the ground it
seerns about the size of a fuse ball, butit is large enough to hold 'sixteen, per
ems at once. On our ant.auyoDoti:d11:)wben-fore we reach the roof, we will step
upon an inside gallery
into tin% church, mid as we eee tho lit-
tle mites of people walking% about on
the marble fluor et far lxiith us We
may begin to wonder
-that • some of
stlisd-e toff tti.i];(1.,iLitrialcillabreagniii.eodvattemialN atiNuirlil.:Liti‘sli.tile(rt:0::.iuli‘g,itti
ioreorduiof,,,At.Intel.tm,:y.s..01.-114.)..bu_uledtatholic
tali.
'
day," maid Mr. Stites, "We held a
cotaultatIon and decided to compro-
mise at nothing less than $7,500. We
notified the court of our decision
through Mr. Warfield. After the ate
propriation of $5,000 by the court
there was another consultation and
the result was a determination on our
pert to adhere to our resolution. We
entertain no doubt es to the legality
of our claim against the county, and
ler41. it is set istectorily adjusted we
will institute suit against the county
to recover it, in which event we will.
of course, demand a change of venuelied take the ease to a ueighboring
eon tee."
liticklen'a Ai t• to 1.1
The Itemt Salve in the world for
'tuts, Bruises, SORS, Ulcers, Salt
It heuin, Fees' Sores, 'fetter,
'flapped Hands, Cii Wattle, Corns
and all Skin Eruptions, and positively
cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
How Man Who Di‘1.1.1 Ills PropOrty
Among Inn Children Managed to Live.
The recent death of a Detroit pioneer
came very near being followed by tile
skintene aed flailing of the attorney
who leid faithfully served him for
years.
As a result of curly investmente and
fortuiteus circumstances the old man
had accumulated a handsome fortune.
ills wife died and teree daughters
were left as the widower's solace. In
the course of time the young ladies,
bright and handsome, were all married
otf, and did well. .
They catch liked to entertain "pa,'
und rather vied with each other in se-
curing his presence at their respective
hearthstones. At length one of the
girls suggested the propriety of pa's
dividing his fortune amone his chil-
dren. They were to receive it tanyhow,
pa cantle always have a good home
among Own'. and their husbands
might as well have the aid of his
motley ill carrying oil business,.
Pa acquiesced, had his lawyer split
his wealth into three parts, and each
child received her just proportion.
Then things were different. The old
man's welcome was not as warm as
formerly ; neither were his nieuls. Ile
overheard one daughter complaining
that she hud been keeping pa for about
three menthe. and she thought it, time
one of the others should assume the
burden.
The old &Nineteen lealiet lust his
shrewdness and saw what was coming.
Recalled on his lawyer, whose advice
was to keep quiet ane work a scheme.
"If I send aey one to you. take up
with whet he inav propose and decline
to discuss the alfair with your chil-
dren.-
Next day the father was hugging a
dismal lire and inwardly suffering
from tee cold looks about him. There
W UN a caller announced to see him.
Tile tnan went right to business.
--, I want to borrow some
motley. '
les sax the point aiel asked: "Ilow
much('
''Tliree thousand."
"What security C
"First mortgage on city real estate."
"What interest('
"Seven per cent."
"If my lawyer approves of the secu-
rity have hint fix up the papers and
make u check. lel come down this af-
ternoon arid sign it."
Next day another borrower called.
went through the sante talk, and ne-
gotiated a loan for a5,0U0.
The daughters had learneel all byjudicious cavesdroppi ig and tile clout6
which darkeited the old mares skies
gave way to a burst of sueshine. The
I best was not good enouglt for him.
' Each family was now US anxious to
have him as it had been to get rid of
him. The Lest rooms, the best seat by
the 'inside and the daily caresees of
his three girls came te his daily lot.
Su it was at the time of his death.
After the funeral the lawyer was
faftql. Front him it was Iterned that
pa leuln't left a cent. Then there teas
a paawaig of the air and cheat shot de-
nunciations from the daughters, while
the sows-in-1u w talked iseriously of mop-
ping the ground with the faithful at-
torney. But tl.e lewyer had made the
old age of hes client a pleasant one and
was contene-Detroit News.
--
A Clever Disaasontal nobeery.
The death of the rowels thief, Wal-
ter Stewart, alias Sheralen, in a 'Mon-
treal prisen recalls a bold robbery
committed in a diamond merchant s
store by 111111 and a tell years ago,
which for sail! and success-11as never
been equaled in Philadelphia. Then
Sheriden was the neat expert direnond
thief in America. and a decoyojewel
box in the p•assesiaioe of Joseph K. Da-
vidson, of No. 718Sruis.en street, is the
only relic of the during theft anal the
mute reminder of the skill of the nias
ter thief.
Though Sheriden and his pal teem
arrested for the crime mmie time later
not shadow of the jewels were ever
seen by the victim or the detectives.
The box is a tin one about eight inches
long, four inches wide and Ono inch
deep. It eat:teens white and blue pa-
pers. usually inclosing loose stones,
but salt is the substunce in them. To-
ward Ow end of March, le50, Sheri-
den, in company with Dave Cum-
mings, another noted crook, visited
Davulsen's place and purchase' for $80
a diamond ring. They carefuliy noted
the exact shape. size and appearance of
the diamond box wItile belecting the
stone from tile collection.
TWO clays later they came back, look-
eel at tie% bee again and departed withe
out purchasine. Witold lhiVitla011 ex-
amined his trusty box he found its
counterpart it.4 place filled with the
maltpaper. While tliesalesnuan wa.sbutty
they cleverly substituted the false box
and were perfectly succeteful in play-
ing their liri_c_.-.1eweler's Review.
Innocence In Danger.
A correspondent writes of a child
who was found by its niother strokiug
arid playing with a live rattltssziake.
"Pitty worm! pitty worm!" murmur-
ed the child. •ellarrima, come bee my
pitty wormr With inexpressible hor-
rear the mother realized the child's dan-
ger, arid for moment was powerless
anal speechless.
If the reptile were disturbed or anger-
ed, her boy's peril would be doubly
great. She checked her first impulse
IA) rU I 1 and seize hint, and called quiet-
ly, -Eddie, don't disturb the pretty I
worm, but come and get a lump of
augur to feed it with."
The child stttle softly away front the
snake, and ran to Ins mother unharm-
ed. She snatched him up and carried
him to a place of safety; then elle
seized a club that lay near. and dis-
patched the snake. It had six rattles.
- Montreal Star.
Sir Robert Ball. the astronomer roy-
al for Ireland, says the stars known to
exist. number 100.000,000, but if any
one added a nought or two to that to-
tal no doubt they would still be with-
in the truth; many gaseous bodies,
rundreds of millions of miles across
the eurfata, are gradually cooling
down, and may in course of time be-
come worlds.
A Basle& Bootblack.
Baroness (to man servant who hasjust come in)-Johann, do not whistlein that alsominable manner-and such
vulgar tunes besides.
Johann-But surely your ladyship
dote not expect one of Iesat's rhapso-
dies when l'm blacking the boots-
that'll come later on when I'm elegize
ine the silvere-I1
F. le Wills, a prominent bookdeal-
er, of Memphis, Tenn., says: "I
tried 'Owen's Pink Mixture' to cure
my chilk of summer complaint when
all other remedies had failed. It
made a cure." For sale by all drug-
gists.
of more Winfree and rho Court of
Charms.
There was II scene in the Court
House Saturday afternoon just
before the tseirt of lainta adjourned
quite in contrast with the warm
debates, and heated discussions which
preceded it. After the eontest over
the Attorney's fee had ended and the
feeling which its discuseion engen-
dered to some extent subsided, Judge
W. P. Wiufree arose and with much
feeling, in well chosen terms, stated
to the Magistrates that he would not
agaiu, unless in the event of a called
setesion, meet them officially. While
lie had on many occasions been
enist rained to differ with t he
majority, be wished to thank the
members of Die Court individually
and collectively for the uniform
conrtemy which he had received at
their hands during his tient of (elite.
He x pressed the !evilest esteem for
all stet the best Wishes for thrir
presperity. le was well done, a
sincere exim *sem of his feelings,
and eneuelitly eharecteristle of the
Wan.
The following order is as made by
an unanimous aud resting vote:
That this t'ourt of Clai no tender to
Judge W. P. Winfrey its thanks for
rim uniform courtesy and rainiest; to
all the memberm without regard to
persons or politics, during his
continued term of office.
Highest of all in Leavening Power.-U. S. Gov't Report, Aug. 17. 1859.
I Baking
Powder
ABSOUJTELY PURE
•
a
e
HERNDON & MAME,
SliereliFfirt4 to Herndon, Hai .UTI) 47 CM.)
TffillOCO SALESMEN
C7-1.1s-le Viiar:housei
Solicits the patronage of planters and dealer's everywhere. Liberal eastadvances made on tobaeco in store, or Bills of Leafing in traneit. All tobac-co insured while in store unlees written inetruetious not to insure. Markal I tobacco to GRANGE WAREHOUSE.
South :-: Kentucky College
1-10PKIASYILLE, KENTUCKY.
5914:31:Lcocs1 3E3 c) - 26C.'*'• ES •
Spring Term Begins Tuesday, Jamul 21, 1889.
First-class advantages offered in English, :7:cience, An-
cient Languages, French, German, "Alusic, Art, Telegraphy,
Short-hand. Book-keeping, Type-writing and Normal
Course.
Entire exp-tnses of young ladies boarding at the college-
irregular college classes-need not exceed $90 per term of
five months; for young men boarding with Prof. Kuyker.-
dall more than $67.50 to $72.50. The business course- it.
eluding Book-keeping, Telegraphy, Short-hand and Type
writing, is under the direction of excellent teachers and tht
most reasonable terms will be extended-much less than at
regular Commercial Colleges.
All practical edncational wants can be met at South
Kentucky College For Catalogues, Circulars and Informa-
tion, Address,
JA.MES E. SCOBEY, President.-
or A. C. KUYKENDALL, Vice-President.
Fulton 'Avenue Brewery,
EVANSVILLE, Ir D.,
LA(Eli
 IAD EXPORT BEER.
Maoc Irtan Pure Malt and Hops. Warranted Strictly PUre
DICK MORRI, , Ag't, Hopkinsville, Kv
Kept in QuantitiPi, on Ice and Can be Furnish-
el on Short Notice.
Caldwell ik Randle,
!ItAUFACTURERS OF'
Galvanized Iron, Ornice, Window Gaps,
CrEstillE, Till Slate Edda r,- td °tilde Woil A DK:1311y;
DEA..EBS IN -
Tinware, G'.assware. Queilasware, 'anotl,!ry and Lamps.
NINTH ST 'REET WYPKINIVILLE. KY.
M• FORBEs. K. FORBES.
Planing Mills,
WA GON FACTORY,
IMPLEMENT & SEE fi STORE
W e w 101 to c:t II tbe special Attention of Farmer., to our I Income stock of
low:, Wagoz; tiggio and Seld;
Guar a.ateed to be First-Class.
',I True- Blue Cast 'steel Plow.,
Stout!. Mend Citified Plows,
Heilman's I' tst Steel and Chilled Plows.
Avery's Steel sand rd Pito
NOTICE.
The world renowned Des ring Giant Mow-
ers cutt I ng 5, ri and 7 feet. 'floe cheapest and
most economical machine ever put in thefield.
Climax Dine Harrows.
Iron Duke Harrowe,
The Evans ilarcows.Buggies, Keystone Harrows,Phaeton'',
Spring 1,16 Aron's.
Ailed Carts,Buggy anti Wagon Harness,
iIstaldiee and Bridles,
Engines, Thresher. and Stackers.
&Older: ard FarmEN iludivire.
White Lead.
Linseed Oil,
tilltAS eau Putty,
Paint Brushes,
Sherwln-williams. Mixed Paints, remit;
Paints, Floor Paints, Etc.I Kash.
Doors.
Blind.,
Mooldi nes.
Bracket.,
Lime,
Hair,
Cement.
and Fire Brie( .
We defy any Implement house In the 1' Med States. to beat the *hove line of getmade close to home, anti \WV keop a full vtoca of repairs for all. We most cordially it'yoll to cull and awe us. Most Respeet fully,
FORBES & BR() 
T. C. ANBERY.
ei 1.1 K
eople'sWarehouse
Hanbery & Shryer Prop's
liOltKINSN'ILLE, KY. It. It. ST. BET. 10th and Ilth.careful attention given to re.mpling Fell ine to us. Liheral ad-vance,' made on tobacco In st.or tiood quarters for te 
 mid teamsters. All tebNeell M-ire red Mlle-am otherwise 'mat rnet
o o _.• • sffir.tti
.
kt
i\
f r
AySV1LLE, IND.
'I\
Ferd 
 Schmitt, AO
FRANK FisCHER,
The Tailor AND raper
NO. 212, UPPER FIRST STREET,
iNANSVILLE, - IND.
